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ABSTRACT
Molecular clusters are ubiquitous constituents of the ambient atmosphere, that can grow into
larger sizes forming new aerosol particles. The formation and growth of small clusters into
aerosol particles remain one of the largest uncertainties in global climate predictions. This has
made the modelling of atmospheric molecular clustering into an active field of research, yielding
direct molecular level information about the formation mechanism. We review the present state-
of-the-art quantum chemical methods and cluster distribution dynamics models that are applied
to study the formation and growth of atmospheric molecular clusters. We outline the current
challenges in applying theoretical methods and the future directions to move the field forward.
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1. Introduction
Atmospheric vapour molecules, with strong intermolecular interactions, can accumulate in the gas phase forming

molecular clusters (Kulmala et al., 2013). Provided that the interactions between the molecules are strong enough,
these molecular clusters can be stable against evaporation. Stable clusters can further growth into larger sizes by
uptake of additional vapour molecules and eventually form aerosol particles (here defined as 2 nm in diameter or
above). If not scavenged by other sources, such as coagulation on pre-existing particles, the particles can act as cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) when they reach diameters of ∼50-100 nm. The interactions between aerosol particles and
clouds remain the least understood process in global climate estimation (IPCC), and presently, up to half the number
of CCN is believed to originate from new particles formed in the atmosphere from gas-phase molecules (Merikanto
et al., 2009). Even minor changes in the parameterization of the early growth of particles between 1.7 nm and 3.0
nm can lead to up to a 50% increase in modelled cloud condensation nuclei (Tröstl et al., 2016). The formation of
ultrafine particles presents a large problem for air quality and our health. This is a growing concern, especially in
densely populated areas, such as megacities in China, where visible air pollution has become a daily plague. Long
term exposure to ultrafine aerosol particles can lead to inflammation in the lungs, potentially resulting in lung cancer
and cardiovascular diseases (Gan et al., 2013; Falcon-Rodriguez et al., 2017; Mei et al., 2018). The world health
organisation (WHO) has estimated that ∼7 million premature deaths are annually linked to air pollution (WHO). Thus
a more detailed and comprehensive understanding of the initial steps in forming new particles and their early growth
is essential for improving our understanding of the global climate system and to better control the adverse health effect
of ultrafine aerosol particles.
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the size range of atmospheric clusters and aerosol particles exemplified with sulfuric
acid and ammonia. The critical process for cluster stabilization and growth (∼1.5 nm) is believed to occur within the
transition regime between clusters and particles.

In recent years, the scientific interest in atmospheric molecular clusters has steadily increased and it presents a
relatively new and rapidly expanding field of research. While many experimental techniques have been developed to
study the formation and growth of atmospheric clusters into large aerosol particles, there exist no single method that
can effectively uncover the process from the smallest clusters up to large particles. For instance, there is a significant
gap between the largest sizes that can be measured using chemical ionization atmospheric pressure interface mass
spectrometer (up to ∼1.5 nm in diameter) and the smallest size that can be measured by aerosol mass spectrometers
(from ∼50 nm). Theoretical simulations can be utilized to obtain detailed knowledge about the initial steps in cluster
formation and growth pathways (∼0.5-1.5 nm), which remain difficult to assess using state-of-the-art experimental
techniques. Recent advances in theoretical methods have allowed the modelling of atmospheric molecular clusters to
bloom and permit studies of significantly larger clusters than previously possible. However, there is still a persisting
gap between the size of the currently modelled clusters and the sizes which are usually measured in the ambient
atmosphere. Modelling this transition regime between 1-2 nm is of utter importance as evidence suggests that this is
the region where critical processes for cluster survival occur (see Figure 1). In this review, we discuss the progress,
outline some of the current challenges and future prospects in modelling the formation and growth of atmospheric
molecular clusters.

2. Characterization using Experimental Techniques
2.1. Detection of Clusters and Aerosol Particles

Detection of aerosol particles can be performed using Neutral cluster and Air Ion Spectrometers (NAIS) (Kulmala
et al., 2007; Manninen et al., 2009) or condensation particle counters (CPC) (McMurry, 2000) with detection thresh-
olds down to around 2-3 nm in diameter (McMurry, 2000). State-of-the-art measurement techniques such as particle
size magnifiers (PSM) (Vanhanen et al., 2011) now allows the detection of particles as small as ∼1.7 nm, but these
instruments have poor counting efficiency and are not standard instrumentation in the field (Kontkanen et al., 2017).
However, particle counters yield no insight into the chemical composition of the detected particles or any mechanistic
understanding on how they were formed. Using offline filter techniques chemical classification of particle constituents
can be performed using, for instance, gas chromatography coupled with a mass spectrometer (GC-MS) (Noziére et al.,
2015). This requires a large mass of particles to be collected on the filters, and potentially important trace compounds
will not be detected. Online information about the composition of aerosol particles (in the ∼50 nm to ∼1 �m size
range) can be obtained using an aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) (Davis, 1973).

To obtain online information about the composition of atmospheric molecular clusters, a chemical ionization at-
mospheric pressure interface mass spectrometer (CI-APi-TOF) (Jokinen et al., 2012) can be utilized. This technique
relies on charging the clusters, which might change their molecular composition and lead to fragmentation inside the
instrument (Zapadinsky et al., 2019; Passananti et al., 2019). This implies that the measured cluster might not be repre-
sentative of the cluster that was initially formed. For instance, most water molecules that are present in the cluster will
J Elm et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 3 of 51
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instantly evaporate during the detection process (Ehn et al., 2010; Schobesberger et al., 2013). Various reagent ions
(nitrate (Ehn et al., 2012, 2014; Hyttinen et al., 2015), iodide (Lee et al., 2014; Iyer et al., 2016), acetate/lactate (Berndt
et al., 2016; Jen et al., 2016b; Hyttinen et al., 2017) and bisulfate (Sipilä et al., 2015)) are sensitive towards different
molecular systems and not all clusters may be efficiently detected by a single charging technique. An improved reso-
lution compared to the CI-APi-TOF can be achieved by applying the recently developed CI-Orbitrap technique which
shows promising applications in the detection of highly oxygenated organic molecules (HOMs) (Riva et al., 2019).
Cryogenic techniques can be applied to hinder the evaporation process and coupling mass spectrometry with infrared
spectroscopy allows the direct detection of charged cluster compositions and makes it possible to study arrangement of
molecules in the cluster (Waller et al., 2018). Using tandem MS coupled to an ion trap, the influence of adding water
to the cluster structures has been directly detected (Yang et al., 2018).
2.2. Potential Compounds Involved in Particle Formation

With state-of-the-art instruments some of the compounds that might potentially be involved in new particle forma-
tion have been revealed in recent years. Over the oceans, the primary source of CCN is believed to be dimethylsulfide
(DMS), which is produced by phytoplankton and emitted into the atmosphere. The emitted DMS is then oxidized by
OH/Cl radicals and the mechanism is believed to involve the formation of low volatile acids such as methanesulfonic
acid and sulfuric acid which drive the formation of new particles (Charlson et al., 1987). In coastal regions, iodine
emissions from biogenic sources have been shown to form marine aerosols (O’Dowd et al., 2002). The mechanism is
believed to be linked to the formation of iodic acid which can produce particles via sequential addition of iodic acid
molecules (Sipilä et al., 2016).

In continental regions, sulfuric acid and water have been definitively established as important components in parti-
cle formation (Sipilä et al., 2010). Nitrogen-containing compounds with high basicity such as ammonia (Kirkby et al.,
2011; DePalma et al., 2012, 2014), monoamines (Kurtén et al., 2008; Almeida et al., 2013; Jen et al., 2014; Glasoe
et al., 2015), diamines (Jen et al., 2016a; Elm et al., 2016a, 2017d) and guanidine (Myllys et al., 2018, 2019b; Hemmilä
et al., 2020) have been shown to efficiently enhance sulfuric acid based new particle formation provided that they are
present at even ppt-level mixing ratios. Carboxylic acids have also been claimed to enhance sulfuric acid based new
particle formation (Zhang et al., 2004). Highly oxygenated organic molecules termed HOMs (Bianchi et al., 2019)
have also been speculated to participate in sulfuric acid based new particle formation (Schobesberger et al., 2013;
Riccobono et al., 2014), but most likely ionic pathways are required to facilitate the process (Kirkby et al., 2016; Rose
et al., 2018). An overview of potentially important species for cluster formation and growth are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Potentially important chemical species involved in cluster formation and growth. The structure of potentially
important highly oxygenated molecules (HOMs) remains unknown.

Ionic pathways greatly facilitate new particle formation rates when the vapour concentrations are low (Wagner
et al., 2017). In general, the ion production rate in the atmosphere is too low for the ionic pathways to explain new
particle formation bursts. Thus, particle formation seems to be mainly driven by neutral pathways. The overall particle
formation mechanism is generally a matter of the correct timing of relevant chemical species colliding under the right
atmospheric conditions (Bianchi et al., 2016). Multi-component sulfuric acid - ammonia - HOM clusters were studied
in the CLOUD chamber. It was found that the components had a synergistic enhancing effect on particle formation
and that covalently bound HOM dimers most likely contributed more to process compared to the monomers (Lehtipalo
et al., 2018).

The total concentration of molecules in ground-level atmospheric conditions (pressure around 1 atm and tempera-
tures on the order of 250-300 K) is on the order of 1019 molecules cm−3. At high relative humidities, the mixing ratio
of water may be around 1%, corresponding to ∼1017 molecules cm−3. The concentration of any other condensable
vapour is always many orders of magnitude lower. For example, ammonia mixing ratios can reach tens of ppb, i.e. 1011
molecules cm−3, while amine concentrations are typically substantially lower. Even in very polluted environments,
the most studied driver of atmospheric new-particle formation, sulfuric acid, seldom exceeds 108 molecules cm−3.
The very reason that the key components have low gas-phase concentrations is that they efficiently transform into the
condensed phase. Hence, attempting to identify atmospheric trace species in the gas phase that might be important for
new particle formation presents the common conundrum of finding "a needle in a haystack".

3. Atmospheric Particle Formation
3.1. Principles and Definitions

There are multiple different ways of classifying particles in the atmosphere. For our purposes, the most important
distinction is between primary and secondary particles. Primary particles, such as desert or road dust, soot, pollen etc.,
have been emitted into the air as pre-existing particles, though their size and other properties may subsequently change
due to processing in the atmosphere. In contrast, secondary particles have been completely formed in the air by the
J Elm et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 5 of 51
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clustering of gas-phase molecules. Especially within aerosol physics, it is customary to separate this initial clustering
process (“particle formation”) from the subsequent condensation of gas molecules onto both primary and secondary
particles (“particle growth”). The precise threshold between “clusters” and “particles” is ambiguous, and varies with
the property of interest. Other frequently used classification categories include:
The particle origin, e.g. biogenic/anthropogenic: Note that this distinction is often difficult to apply, for exam-
ple in the case of human-induced forest fires, or particles composed of organic nitrates formed in reactions of biogenic
carbon compounds with anthropogenic nitrogen oxides.
Composition, e.g. organic/inorganic: In principle this classification is straightforward to apply, as “organic” can
be defined as any compound containing C-H bonds. In practice, aminium bisulfate or aminium sulfate salts are often
implicitly included in the "inorganic" category even though the amines contain carbon atoms, and "organic" is reserved
exclusively for non-basic volatile organic compound (VOC) oxidation products.
Phase state, e.g. solid/liquid: The phase state of larger particles is an area of intense research, see (Virtanen et al.,
2010; Shiraiwa et al., 2011; Pöschl and Shiraiwa, 2015; Shiraiwa et al., 2017; Reid et al., 2018) andwill not be discussed
here. For the smallest clusters, the distinction is unclear, and possibly irrelevant. It should be noted that in typical ap-
plications of quantum chemistry to atmospheric clusters, it is simultaneously assumed that clusters are “crystal-like”
in the sense that their partition functions can be computed using rotational and vibrational energy levels corresponding
to one or more minimum-energy structures (the global minimum and possibly a limited number of low-lying local
minima), but “liquid-like” in the sense that interconversions between the different minima are rapid, compared to the
timescale of evaporation reactions. This is based on the assumptions that there are no significant free energy barriers
between the different minima. If the latter condition does not hold, then the assumption that clusters quickly re-organize
to the global minimum structure after each collision would not be valid. Under the assumption that the rapid inter-
conversion between minima holds, the probability that a given cluster is found in some specific configuration (k) is
proportional to exp(−ΔGbind,k/RT), where ΔGbind,k is the binding energy of the configuration (see section 4.4), R is
the molar gas constant and T is the temperature.
Particle formation is often loosely called nucleation. Strictly speaking, if the evaporation probability of even a dimer
containing only two molecules is lower than the probability that the clusters grow, particle formation is kinetically con-
trolled, and should not be called nucleation, and classical nucleation theory (equation (1)) cannot be applied. If clusters
have to grow up to a threshold size (the critical cluster size) before the growth probability exceeds the evaporation prob-
ability; the process is genuine nucleation. Since the evaporation rate does not depend on the vapour concentrations (it
is an inherent property of the cluster), while the growth rate is directly proportional to the vapour concentration, the
very same particle formation mechanism may or may not involve nucleation, depending on the vapour concentration.
In the case of nucleation, the formation free energy, related to the binding free energy and definition in section 4.5,
exhibits a barrier. Figure 3 sketches three different types of commonly encountered formation free energy surfaces.
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Figure 3: Sketch of different types of cluster formation free energy surfaces and whether they involve nucle-
ation/particle formation.

Another important distinction to make is that between (thermal) evaporation, and various types of scattering or non-
accommodation. While both refer to the process of a molecule escaping from a cluster, the timescales of the processes
are very different at least for condensing vapors and conditions relevant to the lower atmosphere. Cluster-molecule
collisions occur on timescales of picoseconds (the time it takes a molecule traveling at typical thermal velocities of
hundreds of meters per second to cross a typical molecular/cluster with a diameter of a nanometer or less). Collisions
may then lead to immediate scattering (on the timescale of picoseconds), or to the uptake of the molecule onto the
cluster surface for at least one vibrational period (typically also on the order of picoseconds for intermolecular vi-
brations). For example, any excess energy from the collision event will be removed by thermalizing collisions (with
N2 and O2 gas molecules) occurring at a rate of around 1010 s−1 at atmospheric pressure. Thus, loss due to energy
non-accommodation occurs within a few nanoseconds. The net growth probability (or growth rate) can be defined as
the product of the collision probability (or rate) and the uptake or accommodation coefficient. This coefficient is often
assumed to be unity, and despite considerable research, no universal consensus has emerged as to the correct value
of the coefficient even for simple systems such as pure H2O surfaces. In contrast to collisions and non-accomodation
processes, evaporation of fully accommodated molecules occurs at substantially longer timescales; for example, for
sulfuric acid - base clusters relevant to new-particle formation, the evaporation rates at 298K are usually well below 106
s−1 (Olenius et al., 2013; Elm, 2017). For example, for a typical H2SO4 concentration of around 107 molecules cm−3

and a molecule-cluster collision rate around cm3 molecule−1 s−1, the threshold for “stability” is an H2SO4 evaporationrate below 10−3 s−1.
To simplify the discussion above, we have referred exclusively to the collision and evaporation of single molecules.

However, for sufficiently strongly bonded multicomponent systems (e.g. sulfuric acid and many amines), the concen-
tration of small clusters may be comparable to that of the free monomers, and cluster-cluster collisions, as well as the
reverse process of cluster fragmentation to two smaller clusters, must be taken into account. Even in the much weaker
bound H2SO4-H2O system, the very large atmospheric concentration of H2O leads to a large fraction of the H2SO4monomers existing as hydrates, and this must be accounted for even though most other cluster-cluster collisions or
fragmentation reactions can be ignored.
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3.2. Birth-death Equations
The time evolution of the cluster distribution is governed by a set of birth-death equations:
dci
dt

=
∑

j<i
�j,(i−j)cjc(i−j) −

∑

j
�i,jcicj +

∑

j
(i+j),jc(i+j) −

∑

j<i
i,jci + sources + sinks (1)

where ci is the concentration of clusters of type i. In one-component systems, i is simply the number of molecules in
the cluster, and in multicomponent systems, it is a list of numbers of molecules of each type in the cluster. �i,j is thegrowth rate (collision rate multiplied by the accommodation coefficient) resulting from collisions of clusters i and j,
and (i,j) is the thermal evaporation/fragmentation rate of the cluster i yielding clusters j and i− j. The first sum term
represents the birth of clusters of type i by collisions of smaller clusters, the second sum term the growth of clusters i to
larger sizes. The third sum term represents production of i clusters by evaporation/fragmentation of larger cluster and
the last sum term the removal of i clusters as they evaporate/fragment. Sources are often active only for a few cluster
types, for example, monomers produced by chemical reactions. Sinks include for example attachment of molecules and
clusters to larger particles and experimental chamber walls and usually affect all cluster sizes. In the case when only
collisions where at least one of the parties is a monomer and only evaporation of monomers are allowed, they reduce
to Becker-Döring equations (Becker and Döring, 1935) also known as Szilard-Farkas equations (Farkas, 1927) and
if evaporation/fragmentation is ignored, they reduce to Smoluchowski coagulation equations (Smoluchowski, 1916).
Figure 4 shows a simplified schematic representation of the time evolution of a cluster population.

+
𝛾ij

𝛽ij

Source of 
Monomers

Coagulation  
Sink

Figure 4: Simplified schematic representation of the birth-death equations.

The birth-death equations themselves contain only a few implicit assumptions about the clustering system. First,
a single set of birth-death equations describes clustering at one point in space. If the concentrations, or conditions
in general, vary strongly in space, the equations should be solved separately for different regions. Second, the use of
thermal evaporation rates assumes that the system, including the clusters, has a well-defined temperature, which is not
affected by the clustering process. This implies first of all that the clusters are only a small part of the total system. This
certainly holds in the atmosphere, as the vast majority of gas molecules are N2 and O2. Second, it also implies that the
nascent clusters formed by collisions have a sufficient number of internal degrees of freedom, permitting them to live
long enough to be thermalized by collisions with a carrier gas (e.g. N2 and O2). Due to the relatively large number of
atoms in the key molecules likely responsible for atmospheric particle formation, the assumption of thermalization at
pressures encountered in the lower atmosphere (0.1 to 1 atm, or roughly 10 000 to 100 000 Pa) is unlikely to be a major
source of error. The probability of fragmentation or evaporation due to energy non-accommodation (i.e. imperfect
thermalization) decreases rapidly with the number of vibrational modes in the cluster, which is equal to 3N − 6,
where N is the number of atoms in the cluster. A common misconception, possibly originating from simulations of
clustering of atoms, e.g. metals or noble gases, is that N would equal the number of molecules. For example, in a
sulfuric acid dimer (N = 14), there are already 36 vibrational modes. Even if only a fraction of these are accessible for
accommodating excess energy, thermalization at 1 atm is likely to be essentially complete - especially after accounting
J Elm et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 8 of 51
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for the almost inevitable presence of one or more H2O molecules, which provide both additional vibrational modes,
and a “sacrificial cooling” - type mechanism in which water molecules are lost instead of H2SO4 (Kurtén et al., 2010).It should be mentioned that if the colliding molecules are more complex, the amount of excess energy released after
collision is also increased which would promote non-thermal evaporation. We note that the assumption of complete
thermalization also implies a lack of dependence of the clustering process on the total pressure (see section 4.5 for a
discussion of the reference pressure, which often causes confusion). While the assumption of thermalization is likely
valid throughout the lower atmosphere, there are situations in which energy non-accommodation and non-thermal
fragmentation need to be accounted for, such as inside mass of spectrometer instruments (Hogan. Jr and Fernandez.
de. la. Mora, 2010; Thomas et al., 2016; Zapadinsky et al., 2019). This can conceptually be thought of as adding an
energy axis to the birth-death equations, with especially fragmentation rates being summed over energies in addition
to daughter cluster types.

There are two main approaches for solving the birth-death equations. The historical approach has been to use the
liquid-drop model based on classical bulk thermodynamics to predict cluster properties, and a further set of simplifying
assumptions allowing the birth-death equations to be solved analytically. This approach is known as classical nucle-
ation theory (CNT). More recently, computational chemistry tools have permitted the calculation of cluster properties
from molecular interactions, and these can be combined with numerical solutions of the birth-death equations for a
limited set of cluster sizes. We refer to the latter approach as cluster distribution dynamics.

Regardless of the approach chosen, one additional approximation is almost inevitably done when solving the birth-
death equations: evaporation rates ((i,j)) are never calculated or simulated directly for atmospherically relevant sys-
tems, but instead indirectly deduced using statistical mechanics tools. The reason for this is simple: the timescales for
the key evaporation rates of the relevant molecules are far too long for direct simulation of the dynamic process, even
with the cheapest possible computational models (classical force fields). By far the most common approach is to first
calculate the collision rates for example from kinetic gas theory, and then derive evaporation rates by applying detailed
balance to an equilibrium situation. The use of kinetic gas theory assumes that the clusters are in the free molecular
regime, as their size is much smaller than their mean free path. For electrically neutral molecules, collision rates can
then be calculated using simple analytic formula, with the following assumptions:
1. Clusters and molecules are spherical, with radii deduced from their bulk densities.
2. There are no long-range interactions between the molecules.
3. The velocities follows the Maxwell-Bolzmann distribution (this is inherent in the thermalization assumption).
For ion-molecule and anion-cation collisions, long-range interactions cannot be ignored, and at least in cluster dis-
tribution dynamics these collision rates are typically calculated based on semi-empirical parametrizations (Su and
Bowers, 1973; Su and Chesnavich, 1982). Similar approaches could and should also be applied in CNT simulations
involving charged clusters. Note that anion-anion and cation-cation collisions do not occur because of electrostatic
repulsion.

The key computational concept involved in deriving evaporation rates from collision rates within both CNT and
cluster distribution dynamics is the cluster binding free energy ΔGbind or closely related ΔGform (see sections 4.4 and
4.5): the free energy change in going from the isolated monomers to the cluster. In quantum chemistry based studies,
this is usually specified as the Gibbs binding free energy, but we note that given the assumption that the clusters are
only a vanishingly small part of the total system, the Gibbs free energy, Helmholz free energy and grand potential are
actually identical (Vehkamäki, 2006).

Once the collision rate �i,j is known, the evaporation rate (i+j),j can be obtained through detailed balance, i.e. by
assuming that in equilibrium, the flow of clusters from one type to another due to a single growth process is exactly
cancelled by the corresponding evaporation process. Another way to formulate this is simply to note that the ratio
of the forward and backward rates of any reaction must equal the equilibrium constant. Expressing the equilibrium
cluster distribution (or the equilibrium constant) in terms of the cluster binding free energies (see section 4.5), results
in the following form for the evaporation rate:

(i+j),j =
pref�i,j
kBT

exp
(ΔGadd,(i+j)

RT

)

. (2)

This is under the assumption that there are no rearrangement barriers. Here ΔGadd,(i+j) is the free energy of the
reaction, where cluster j is added to cluster i and it can be expressed in terms of the cluster binding free energies as
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ΔGbind,(i+j)−ΔGbind,j −ΔGbind,i. pref is the reference pressure at which the free energies are calculated. Its numerical
value does not affect the evaporation rates, as explained in section 4.5.
3.3. Classical Nucleation Theory
In addition to the common approximations described above, CNT makes the following assumptions:

1. All cluster concentrations are constant in time.
2. There are no sink terms, and the source term is included only implicitly by keeping the monomer concentrations

constant.
3. Only monomer-cluster collisions and monomer evaporations are considered. Also, the growth rate (in practice,

monomer-cluster collision rate) of the cluster is approximated to be independent of the cluster size or type, for
clusters close in size to the critical cluster.

4. Cluster formation free energies can be calculated by the liquid drop model, based on pure-component saturation
vapor pressures, bulk liquid activity coefficients (describing the intermolecular interactions in multicomponent
systems), flat-surface surface tensions, and bulk liquid densities. This takes into account the size dependence of
the evaporation rate using the Kelvin equation: small clusters evaporate faster.

5. There exists one dominant cluster growth pathway (i.e. the lowest free energy path from monomers to particles),
and this pathway contains precisely one free energy barrier, which is relatively high. In other words, the barriers
along any other pathways are assumed to bemuch higher. We note that themathematical approximations required
by multicomponent CNT rely on the cluster composition (ratio of different constituent monomers to each other)
remaining roughly similar along the dominant growth pathway.

After these approximations, the multicomponent CNT nucleation rate can be expressed as:

J = Ravgcall clustersZ exp
(

−
ΔG∗form, liquid drop

RT

)

. (3)

Where Ravg is the monomeric growth rate averaged over the different components, call clusters is a normalization coef-
ficient for the cluster distribution (usually taken to be equal to the sum of the monomer concentrations, assuming that
the cluster concentrations are negligible compared to monomer concentrations). ΔG∗form, liquid drop is the formation free
energy of the critical cluster calculated using the liquid drop model corresponding to the highest free energy along
the minimum free energy path from monomers to particles. In the capillarity approximation the free energy barrier is
given by:

ΔGform, liquid drop =
4
3
��r∗2 (4)

where r∗ is the radius of the critical cluster:
r∗ =

2�vn
kBT ln

(

p1,n∕pequil,n
) (5)

Here � is the surface tension of the liquid, p1,n is the partial pressure of monomer of type n, and pequil,n is the equilibriumvapour pressure of component n over a flat surface of liquid which has the same composition as the critical cluster.
vn is the partial molecular volume of component n in the liquid. The mole fractions of the critical cluster solved by
requiring that r ∗ in equation (5) has the same value independent of which component n is used on the right hand
side of this equation. In semi-classical fashion, the formation free energy used in equation (3) can be derived from
the quantum chemical calculations (see section 4.5). The Zeldovich factor Z accounts for two separate things: the
concentration of the critical clusters in the nucleating supersaturated vapour differs (by a factor of roughly 0.5) from
that in a hypothetical supersaturated equilibrium vapour, and some clusters that have crossed the free energy barrier
evaporate back to pre-critical sizes. Readers familiar with chemical kinetics will recognize many analogies between the
CNT expression and various formulations of transition state theory. The discussion above refers to classical nucleation
theory for neutral systems. In applications of CNT containing ions, the contribution to the formation free energy from
the ion-molecule interactions is treated using classical Thomson theory (Yue and Chan, 1979).

One of the central problems in using classical nucleation theory to predict atmospheric particle formation is the
treatment of proton transfer. Proton transfer reactions are essential for forming stable clusters, and the extent of proton
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transfer depends not only on the relative amounts of, for example, acid and base molecules in the cluster, but also the
actual numbers of molecules, in other words the cluster size. The liquid drop model assumes that clusters of all sizes
exhibit the bulk value for the extent of proton transfer, which depends on composition, but not size. This introduces a
significant error in the formation free energies of the smallest clusters. For example, for a cluster with one ammonia and
one sulfuric acid molecule, the liquid drop model predicts a complete proton transfer, but the more realistic quantum
chemical methods indicate that no proton transfer will occur. The liquid drop model thus overestimates the stability of
these cluster drastically.
3.4. Cluster Distribution Dynamics

Cluster distribution dynamics are based on first obtaining collision (or growth) and evaporation rates for some
predefined set of clusters (using for example free energies from quantum chemical calculations), and then numerically
solving the birth-death equations up to some maximum cluster size (for example, 4 H2SO4 and 4 NH3 molecules).
Chemical intuition can often be used to reduce the number of clusters that need to be explicitly modelled; for example
a (NH3)4 cluster will have a very high evaporation rate, and such clusters can thus be omitted from the set of simulated
clusters (defined here as the set of clusters for which the birth-death equations are explicitly solved). An example of a
typical acid - base simulation cluster set is shown in Figure 5 represented by 4×4 grid.
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Formation Rate

Figure 5: Schematic representation of a typical 4×4 simulation grid of sulfuric acid-base clusters. Clusters leaving the
simulation set are defined as "new particles" and allowed to contribute to the formation rate J . The size of the arrows
correspond to the major/minor growth routes.

In addition to not relying on bulk thermodynamicmodels, the advantage of cluster distribution dynamic simulations
is that they are not restricted by the rather stringent approximations inherent in CNT. For example, time-dependence,
cluster-cluster collisions or cluster fragmentations to two smaller clusters can be trivially included. The most obvious
error sources in cluster distribution dynamic simulations are the sink processes and the accuracy of the free energies
used in determining the evaporation rates from equation (2). Section 5 discusses the accuracies and error sources
related to the free energies. A less obvious, but equally important, potential source of error is related to the boundary
conditions used in the simulation, including for example the limit of the set of simulated clusters, the treatment of
clusters outside this set, and the choice of parameters kept constant (e.g. monomer concentration, total concentration
of molecules of a certain type in the system, or monomer production rate). See the next section for a discussion of the
importance of these settings.

Most applications of cluster distribution dynamics to date have used molecule-cluster and cluster-cluster collision
rates directly from kinetic gas theory for neutral molecules and clusters, and standard parametrizations for collisions
involving ions. However, some studies have applied “sticking factors” (equivalent to accommodation coefficients in the
discussion above) below unity (Almeida et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2020), leading to reduced growth rates - and by the logic
of detailed balance, also reduced evaporation rates. Such sticking factors may be motivated simply by improving the
agreement with experimental results, or by qualitative physical arguments such as sulfuric acid - amine clusters needing
to collide with each other in a particular orientation for sticking to occur as e.g. the non-polar alkyl groups of the amines
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are unlikely to bind to each other sufficiently strongly. However, molecular dynamics simulations of collisions between
sulfuric acid and dimethyl amine suggests that the intermolecular interactions between the molecules are strong enough
to alleviate initial collision orientations that are not optimal, leading to a sticking factor of one (Loukonen et al., 2014).
Very recently, molecular dynamics simulations have also allowed the direct simulations of collision rates accounting
explicitly for both the non-spherical shape of molecules, as well as attractive dipole-dipole interactions. For the case of
H2SO4-H2SO4 collisions, this has been found to result in an enhancement of the collision rate by about a factor of 2.2
(Halonen et al., 2019); even larger enhancements are likely for e.g. H2SO4-amine clusters as their dipole moment are
larger. It is noteworthy that a similar enhancement factor has already been suggested for H2SO4-base clustering basedon comparison to experimental studies (Kürten et al., 2014). We note that while these enhancements (or sticking)
factors may seem large, they are still much smaller than the typical uncertainties in the evaporation rates calculated
based on quantum chemical data due to the exponential dependence on the formation free energies in Equation (2).
3.5. Models and Common Misrepresentations

There exist a variety of different cluster distribution dynamics models with varying complexity. Early studies
include the dynamics of pure water cluster (Schenter et al., 1999; Kathmann et al., 1999), the two component sulfuric
acid - water system (Wyslouzil and Wilemski, 1995) and the three component sulfuric acid - ammonia - water system
(Yu, 2006a). Yu (Yu, 2006b; Yu et al., 2018) further extended the two and three component models to also consider
the effect of ionic species by considering the enhanced growth of charged clusters via dipole-charge interactions. The
models by Yu also explicitly considers the formation of neutral species via ion-ion recombination.

Kürten et al. (Kürten et al., 2018; ?) has developedmodels for comparisonwith data from theCLOUDexperiments.
This has led to a model of the CLOUD sulfuric acid - dimethylamine - water system, where the evaporation of the
clusters where set to zero (Kürten et al., 2018). Kürten further extended the model to allow evaporation to simulate
sulfuric acid - ammonia cluster formationwith thermochemical parameters derived fromCLOUDexperiments (Kürten,
2019). Carlson and Zeuch (Carlsson and Zeuch, 2018) recently developed a gas phase and sectional particle dynamics
model that allows the simulation of the shape and the modes of experimentally observed particle size distributions.
Kulmala et al. (Kulmala, 2010) developed a Dynamical Atmospheric Cluster Model (DACM) where the birth-death
equations were explicitly solved. McGrath et al. (McGrath et al., 2012) further improved this approach by introducing
the Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code (ACDC). The ACDC method presents a flexible tool for studying cluster
distribution dynamics, by generating the birth-death equations by analysis of all possible cluster combinations to find
which evaporations and collisions that can create/destroy a given cluster.

Cluster distribution dynamics models present a powerful toolkit to understand particle formation pathways, which
gives direct information on the formation mechanism and to interpret experimental results. However, caution with
these models should be advised as they are very sensitive to the thermochemical input data. A common misconception
is that the modelled results can be taken as the quantitative "true" atmospheric value. Discrepancies between model
and experiment can result from:

a) The proposed mechanism is incorrect.
b) Inaccuracies in the model.
c) Inaccuracies in the experiment.
d) All of the above.

Another common issue leading to erroneous conclusions is that the choice of concentrations, temperature and losses
is not reasonable for the environment being simulated. For example, quite often measurements of ground level con-
centrations are directly extrapolated to higher altitudes where the temperature is significantly lower. As the saturation
vapour pressure is temperature dependent, it is not possible to have very high concentrations at low temperature. On
a similar note, a very high concentration of vapours in the polluted atmosphere, will also be associated with a large
loss of clusters due to condensation on pre-existing particles. These effects should be taken into consideration when
setting up the dynamics model.

Another very important thing to consider is how to model the monomer concentration of a given species. Should
the concentration be held constant or be allowed to change over the course of the simulation? A constant concentration
corresponds either to continuous production of the monomer or a compound which is massively in excess, e.g., its
losses are negligible compared to the total concentration. Alternatively, the monomer concentration can be simulated
using a fixed amount of formed monomers, which eventually will lead to depletion of the monomer in the gas phase
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as the compound partitions to the cluster phase. The effect of monomer depletion was explicitly demonstrated by Liu
et al. (Liu et al., 2019) who studied the chemical reaction between methanol and SO3 forming the less-volatile methyl
hydrogen sulfate compound. One would assume that the formation of a less volatile species would lead to an increased
particle formation potential, but on the contrary, the formation of methyl hydrogen sulfate consumes an appreciable
amount of atmospheric SO3. This implies that less SO3 is available to form sulfuric acid by reacting with water and
thus limiting particle formation. The complete opposite trend was observed in the simulations if the concentration of
SO3 was kept constant instead of being allowed to be consumed by the reactions with methanol.

Overall, we suggest that researchers consult the following checklist when setting up cluster dynamics simulations:
• Check that the combinations of conditions (temperature and concentrations) is realistic, and corresponds to some-

thing actually found in the atmosphere (or in an experimental setting). For example, ground-level concentrations
of condensing species cannot be directly used in simulations of low-temperature, high-altitude conditions.

• Vapour concentration: Should it be constant or allowed to be consumed?
• Check that the losses are realistic. For instance, very high concentration of vapours in the polluted atmosphere,

will also be associated with a large condensation sink.
• Competing pathways. If a new process catalyses a studied new reaction, it should be checked if it also catalyse

the baseline reaction.
• Check the absolute J -value when considering the enhancing effects of compounds. If the calculated J -value is

essentially zero a few orders of magnitude enhancement will not change the fact that no particles are formed.
• Check the total elemental composition. If alternative reactions of e.g SO3 (not leading to sulfuric acid) are

included in the calculation then less SO3 is available to form sulfuric acid and this needs to be accounted for.
Back-check that the required total amount of SO2 is realistic.

To illustrate the sensitivity of cluster distribution dynamics models to the input parameters we performed ACDC
simulations on the sulfuric acid - dimethylamine system. In Figure 6 the particle formation rate J as a function of
sulfuric acid concentration is shown. The formation rate is simulated bothwith andwithout losses (constant coagulation
sink of 2.6 × 10−3 s−1) and with either a fixed sulfuric acid free monomer concentration or fixed total sulfuric acid
concentration as sources. The effect of modifying all cluster formation free energies by ±1 kcal/mol is illustrated by
shading.
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Figure 6: The simulated formation rate as a function of sulfuric acid concentration at T = 278 K and 10 ppt dimethy-
lamine.

Losses have a large effect (up to 2-3 orders of magnitude) on the particle formation rate when the concentration
of sulfuric acid is low, which is common in many atmospheric environments. The effect from how to constrain the
sulfuric acid concentration (whether the sulfuric acid monomers are kept as a fixed free monomer concentration or a
fixed total sulfuric acid concentration) is smaller, but can still lead to at least a factor of two differences in the formation
rates. The ±1 kcal/mol change to the free energies corresponds to the best attainable accuracy of quantum chemical
methods such as CCSD(T) calculations and is seen to manifest as 1-2 orders of magnitude changes in the formation
rate. This clearly shows, in accordance with the above checklist, that it is very important to correctly assign the input
parameters to match the simulated conditions as even minor wrong assignments can lead to several orders of magnitude
difference in the simulated particle formation rates. To better quantify the effect of using different constraints on the
sulfuric acid concentration, Figure 7 shows the enhancement factor with respect to the formation rate J as a function
of dimethylamine concentration.
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Figure 7: The enhancement in particle formation rate J using different constraints for the sulfuric acid concentra-
tion. Fixed constant sulfuric acid monomer concentration at 107 molecules cm−3 (yellow), fixed total sulfuric acid
concentration at 107 molecules cm−3 (green) and a continuous source of sulfuric acid monomers (blue).

Here the enhancement factor is defined as Jnew∕Jbase, where Jbase is given by:
Jbase = J

(

[DMA]constant = 1 ppt, [H2SO4]constant = 107molecules cm−3
)

(6)
There are large differences in the enhancing potential of the formation rate depending on the constraint put on the
sulfuric acid concentration. Using a fixed free sulfuric acid monomer concentration, will allow a higher enhancement
at increasing dimethylamine concentration, as with increasing DMA concentration the total concentration of sulfuric
acid molecules, including those bound to clusters, increases. This is essentially an unphysical behaviour if the sulfuric
acid concentration is not in large excess. As illustrated by these sensitivity tests it is of utter importance that the above
mentioned checklist is followed when applying cluster distribution dynamics models. The potentially largest error
involved in particle formation studies using cluster distribution dynamics models still lies in the applied thermochem-
istry and especially whether the correct global minimum structure has been found. The next sections will present how
to obtain as accurate as possible thermochemical parameters for the models using state-of-the-art quantum chemical
methods.
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4. Thermochemistry from Quantum Chemistry
4.1. Fundamental Thermochemistry Calculations

This section presents how thermodynamical functions are calculated using statistical mechanics and the input
from quantum chemical calculations. The following equations closely follow the computational chemistry book by
Frank Jensen (Jensen, 2006) and how thermochemistry is calculated in the Gaussian program (Ochterski, 2000). The
fundamental key quantity in statistical mechanics is the total molecular partition function qtot, which allows for the
calculation of all macroscopic functions:

qtot =
∞
∑

i
gie(−"i∕kBT ) (7)

Here, "i are the energy levels and gi is the degeneracy of each energy level. The sum runs over all possible quantum
states in the molecule. From qtot important thermodynamic functions such as the enthalpy (H) and entropy (S) can be
calculated:

H = kBT 2
(

) ln(qtot)
)T

)

V
+ kBTV

(

) ln(qtot)
)V

)

T
(8)

S = kBT
(

) ln(qtot)
)T

)

V
+ kB ln(qtot) (9)

From these thermodynamic functions the Gibbs free energy (G) can be obtained at any given atmospheric temperature:

G = H − TS = kBTV
(

) ln(qtot)
)V

)

T
− kBT ln(qtot) (10)

It is standard practice to calculate the thermochemical quantities using quantum chemical methods at 298.15 K and at
reference pressure of 1 atm. The Gibbs free energy can easily be re-calculated at any atmospheric temperature using
equation (10) under the assumption thatH and S do not change considerably with temperature. It should be mentioned
that the temperature effect is included in an ad hoc fashion using statistical mechanics, and the cluster structures remain
0 Kminimum energy structures. To correctly account for temperature effects, longmolecular dynamics orMonte Carlo
simulations need to be performed. However, for atmospheric molecular clusters, this is not trivial as commonly used
molecular mechanics force fields are not able to correctly describe proton transfer reactions, which are prevalent during
the cluster formation process. A few specialized force fields for cluster formation of sulfuric acid and water exists such
as the classical potential by Ding et al. (Ding et al., 2003a) and reactive force field by Stinson et al. (Stinson et al.,
2016), which is based on a self-consistent iterative two-state empirical valence bond (EVB) method. Development of
new force fields is important as ab initiomolecular dynamics with current implementations is far too time consuming.

Essentially, the partition function qtot depends on all possible quantum states of the molecular system, and in
practice is impossible to obtain. For an isolated molecular system, the total energy, enthalpy and entropy (Etot, Htotand Stot) can be approximated by the individual terms involving translational, rotational, vibrational and electronic
states:

Etot = Etrans + Erot + Evib + Eelec (11)
Htot = Htrans +Hrot +Hvib +Helec (12)
Stot = Strans + Srot + Svib + Selec (13)

This approximation of the energy implies that the total partition function can be written as a product of the individual
contributions:

qtot = qtransqrotqvibqelec (14)
The translational degrees of freedom of a molecule/cluster with mass m is given by:

qtrans =
(

2�mkBT
ℎ2

)3∕2
V =

(

2�mkBT
ℎ2

)3∕2 kBT
P

(15)
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Here V is the volume, which depends on the number of particles. Using the ideal gas law the volume can be replaced
with the partial pressure P of molecules/clusters. For calculating the rotational degrees of freedom, it is assumed that
the rotation of the molecule is independent from the rotational and vibrational quantum numbers. This is known as the
rigid-rotor approximation and the rotational partition function is calculated as:

qrot =
√

�
�

(

8�2kBT
ℎ2

)3∕2
√

I1I2I3 (16)
Here Ii are the principal moments of inertia and � is the rotational symmetry factor. The symmetry factor depends on
the molecular point group and is for instance 2 for a water molecule (C2v), 3 for ammonia (C2v) and 12 for ammonium
(Td). For most cluster systems there is no symmetry and the symmetry factor is simply unity as they belong to the
C1 point group. This is not necessary the case of the reacting monomers, where it is important to correctly assign the
symmetry factor (Kubečka et al., 2019). As noted from equation (15) and (16), the translational and rotational partition
functions only depend on the molecular geometry via the moments of inertia and the atomic masses.

The electronic partition function is calculated as a sum over all electronic quantum states in the system:

qelec =
∞
∑

i
gie(−"i∕kBT ) (17)

For closed shell molecules of atmospheric interest the separation between the ground state and electronic excited states
is significantly larger than kBT implying that only the ground state is important in the summation yielding qelec = 1.This is not necessarily the case for open-shell systems. For instance, due to spin-orbit coupling the OH radical has two
low lying states with a vertical excitation energy between the ground state (2Π3∕2) and first electronic state (2Π1∕2) of
140 cm−1 (Li et al., 2006). This yields a qelec = 2 + 2e140∕kBT = 3.019 at 298.15 K.

The vibrational degrees of freedom are described as harmonic oscillators and then the partition function can be
written as:

qvib =
3N−6
∏

i

e−ℎ�i∕2kBT

1 − e−ℎ�i∕kBT
(18)

Here �i are the vibrational frequency calculated using quantum chemical methods and the sum runs over all 3N degrees
of freedom in a molecule, minus 3 from translation and 3 from rotation. It should be noted that for linear molecules
there are only 2 degrees of freedom from rotation and the sum runs over 3N − 5 vibrational modes. From equation
(15)-(18) the total partition function can be calculated and inserted in (8) to obtain the enthalpyH :

Htrans = 5
2
RT (19)

Hrot = 3
2
RT (20)

Hvib = R
3N−6
∑

i

(

ℎ�i
2kB

+
ℎ�i
kB

1
eℎ�i∕kBT − 1

)

(21)
Helec = 0 (22)

In a similar manner the entropy S can be obtained from (9):

Strans = 5
2
R + R ln

[

(

2�mkBT
ℎ2

)3∕2 kBT
P

]

(23)

Srot = 3
2
R + R ln

[
√

�
�

(

8�2kBT
ℎ2

)3∕2
√

I1I2I3

]

(24)

Svib = R
3N−6
∑

i

(

ℎ�i
kBT (eℎ�i∕kBT − 1)

− ln
[

1 − e−ℎ�i∕kBT
]

)

(25)
Selec = R ln(g0) (26)

These equations allow the calculations of the Gibbs free energy G for a cluster of arbitrary composition.
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4.2. Treating Low Vibrational Frequencies
The rigid-rotor and harmonic oscillator approximations are employed in the calculations for obtaining the free

energy via equation (10) and (19)-(26). However, the vibrational entropy contribution Svib should be handled with
care. For instance, the existence of hindered internal rotations can lead to low vibrational frequency modes that gives
rise to large errors in the correspondingly calculated harmonic oscillator partition function. Several approaches to
correct for hindered rotation exists, (see for example the approach by Truhlar (Truhlar, 1991) and Pfaendtner et al.
(Pfaendtner et al., 2007) for a general review) but these are approaches are limited to isolated molecules, and not
straightforward to apply to molecular clusters.

When calculating the vibrational frequencies of clusters, it is common that several low-lying frequencies with less
than 100 wave numbers emerge. Essentially, these low frequency vibrations are not strictly vibrations as such, but
corresponds to a collective pivotal movement of the cluster. The second term in the vibrational contribution to the
total entropy of a harmonic oscillator, given by (25), goes to infinity as the vibrational frequency goes towards zero,
and thus the harmonic oscillator approximation becomes a large source of errors when low vibrational frequencies are
present in the cluster. One way to correct this deficiency is to employ a quasi-harmonic approximation. Ribeiro et
al. (Ribeiro et al., 2011) employed a simple approach where all vibrational frequencies below 100 cm−1 were raised
to up 100 cm−1. Stefan Grimme (Grimme, 2012) proposed an alternative approach where the contribution of low
frequencies to the entropy is replaced by a corresponding rotational entropy. For each normal mode �i, below a certain
cut-off value �0, the moment of inertia is given by a free-rotor:

Ifree =
ℏ
4��i

(27)

To restrict the effective moment of inertia (I ′) to reasonable values, an average molecular moment of inertia Bav is
introduced:

I ′ =
IfreeBav
Ifree + Bav

(28)

Here Bav represents a limiting value for small values of �i. Usually, a value of Bav = 10−44 kg m2 is applied. In the
Grimme-type quasi-harmonic approximation the entropy of a low vibrational mode is given by:

Srot,qh =
1
2
R + R ln

[

(

8�3I ′kBT
ℎ2

)1∕2]

(29)

This effectively replace all the vibrational frequencies below the cut-off value �0 (usually 50-200 cm−1) with the entropy
of a free-rotor. The effect of the choice of cut-off, in the range 100-200 cm−1, on the reaction free energies for sulfuric
acid - dimethylamine and sulfuric acid - putrescine clusters has been shown to be negligible (Elm et al., 2017d). To
smoothly connect between the two approximations the Srot,qh and Svib values are connected by the damping function
given by Head-Gordon (Chai and Head-Gordon, 2008):

Srot,qh - vib =
(

1
1 + (�0∕�i)4

)

Svib +
(

1 − 1
1 + (�0∕�i)4

)

Srot,qh (30)

The quasi-harmonic approximations substantially reduce the error introduced by low vibrational frequencies. It is
computationally inexpensive to apply and can efficiently be applied on, for instance, Gaussian output files by using the
Goodvibes.py python script developed by Paton and co-workers (Funes-Ardois and Paton, 2016). Thus we recommend
that the quasi-harmonic approximation is routinely applied to studies of atmospheric molecular clusters, especially
when large clusters are studied as more low vibrational frequencies emerge when the cluster size increases and this
will result in an increased error.
4.3. Anharmonicity

In general, anharmonicity is sometimes defined as any effect that makes the partition function deviate from the
single-minimum rigid-rotor harmonic oscillator partition function. Depending on the community, anharmonicity may
refer to:
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1) The presence of higher energy conformers on the thermodynamic properties.
2) Anharmonicity present in the vibrational frequencies of the individual molecules.
Here we will refer to case 2) as anharmonicity. The former will be referred to as the effect of conformers on the
calculation of the free energies and will be discussed in section 6.3.

Vibrational anharmonicity can be calculated by including higher order terms in the Taylor expansion of the energy
as a function of the nuclear coordinates. Several different models exist such as the vibrational self-consistent method
(VSCF) (Bowman, 1978), second-order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) (Willetts et al., 1990) and vibrational
coupled–cluster theory (VCC) (Christiansen, 2004a,b). These approaches are quite computationally demanding and
are usually neglected in atmospheric cluster calculations.

Partanen et al. (Partanen et al., 2012, 2016a) studied the potential energy surfaces of the sulfuric acid monohy-
drate in order to identify the relative free energy of different conformers, the effect of anharmonicity and the effect
of conformers. This approach is extremely computationally demanding as it required the full potential energy surface
for each cluster configuration. Due to the difficulties in calculating the anharmonic vibrational frequencies the authors
concluded that the effect of multiple conformers should be taken into consideration before correcting for anharmonicity.

Anharmonic calculations can be applied to small benchmark systems with the goal of deriving universal scaling
factors between the harmonic and anharmonic vibrational frequencies. This process has been applied to many sin-
gle molecules and has provided an ad hoc approach for approximating anharmonic frequencies (Pople et al., 1981;
III). However, this is not a well established procedure for molecular clusters and has only been applied to a few sys-
tems. It should be noted that scaling factors correct for both the deficiency in the applied ab initio method, as well as
anharmonicity within a single factor.

Temelso et al. applied scaling factors on pure (H2O)1−10 water clusters (Temelso et al., 2011) and (H2SO4)1−2(H2O)0−6(Temelso et al., 2012a,b) clusters and found that scaled anharmonicity had a significant effect on the calculated Gibbs
free energy of the clusters. Myllys et al. (Myllys et al., 2016b) reported scaling factors for three popular DFT func-
tionals (PW91, M06-2X and !B97X-D) based on a test set of six small cluster formation reactions. It was found that
the stretching motion along a hydrogen bond towards the acceptor atoms with frequencies in the range 2000-3000
cm−1 showed large discrepancies compared to the other points, indicating that there is a large nonsystematic effect
from including anharmonicity. However, significantly more work is needed to obtain larger benchmark sets in order
to derive scaling factors to account for anharmonicity that can be routinely applied to atmospheric cluster formation
studies.
4.4. Cluster Reactions and Thermochemistry

Being able to obtain the Gibbs free energy (G[i]) of each molecule/cluster species i we can now proceed into the
calculation of the cluster reaction and binding free energies. For a given chemical reaction:

A + B + C +⋯ ⇋ D + E + F +⋯ (31)
The reaction Gibbs free energy (ΔGreact) is given by:

ΔGreact =
(

G[D] + G[E] + G[F] +… )

−
(

G[A] + G[B] + G[C] +… ) (32a)
Or more generally:

ΔGreact =
∑

Gproducts −
∑

Greactants (32b)
Analogically, the binding free energy (ΔGbind) for forming a cluster A + B + C +⋯⇋ (ABC⋯) can be calculated
as follows:

ΔGbind = G[(ABC⋯)] − (

G[A] + G[B] + G[C] +⋯ ) (33a)
ΔGbind = Gcluster −

∑

Gmonomers (33b)
The binding free energy is a measure of the total free energy gain in assembling the cluster from infinitely separated
monomers. Note that the binding free energy is also commonly termed the formation free energy, but confusingly it
differs slightly by definition from the quantity called formation free energy in the field of nucleation, see section 4.5.
More appropriately, a given cluster (ABC⋯) can be formed in stepwise reactions:

A + B ⇋ (AB) (34)
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(AB) + C ⇋ (ABC) (35)
⋮

These types of reactions will be denoted as addition reactions (ΔGadd). The reverse reactions are also possible whichare denoted fragmentation reactions (ΔGfrag). It should be mentioned that fragmentation is occasionally also termed
dissociation or fission and in general the fragmentation of monomers is called evaporation. In the case of reaction (35),
the corresponding reaction free energies are given by:

ΔGadd = G[(ABC)] − (

G[AB] + G[C]) (36)
ΔGfrag =

(

G[AB] + G[C]) − G[(ABC)] = −ΔGadd (37)
The (ABC) cluster can also be formed via the reaction A + (BC) ⇋ (ABC) and as the clusters grow larger, there
exist several different formation pathways. These can also include the collision between smaller clusters such as:
(AB)+(CD)⇋ (ABCD). This implies that for a large cluster system, an array of different formation and fragmentation
pathways exist. It should be mentioned that the above equations are also valid for other thermochemical functions,
such as the enthalpy and entropy, by simply exchanging G with eitherH or S.

Figure 8 shows an example of a cluster formation reaction and a cluster fragmentation reaction involving sulfuric
acid and ammonia.

5 x + 5 x

∆Gfrag = (G[(H2SO4)1(NH3)1] + G[H2SO4]) - G[(H2SO4)2(NH3)1] = -∆Gadd

∆Gbind = G[(H2SO4)5(NH3)5] - (5 x G[H2SO4] + 5 x G[NH3])

+

∆Gadd = G[(H2SO4)2(NH3)1] - G[(H2SO4)1(NH3)1] - G[H2SO4]

Figure 8: Illustration of a cluster formation reaction (top) and an addition/fragmentation reaction (bottom).

As also shown by the illustration, the binding free energy value ΔGbind is a theoretical quantity that corresponds
to the non-realistic process of the simultaneous collision of five sulfuric acid and five ammonia molecules to form the
cluster. The cluster monomer addition or fragmentation free energy relates to a concrete reaction, and can be used
directly to calculate the evaporation rate using Equation (2).
4.5. Role of the Reference Pressure and Relation between the Binding and Formation Free Energies

As the entropy depends on the pressure entering Equation (23) for both the reactant(s) and the product(s), the
numerical values for the binding or reaction free energies typically also depend on this pressure. The exception to
this are reactions where the number of reactants and product entities is equal, in which case the pressure-dependent
terms cancel out. As the used reference pressure (or reference concentration) is an arbitrary number, this may seem
counterintuitive and can lead to misunderstandings especially when the sign of ΔGadd is assumed to carry a special
meaning, for example, with a negative ΔGadd assumed to imply “spontaneity”. This implies that the threshold free
energy for a spontaneous reaction is different in gas-phase chemistry, where a reference pressure of 1 atm = 101325 Pa
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is commonly used, and in liquid-phase chemistry, where the reference concentration is usually 1 mol/L. In reality, the
reference pressure cancels out in the calculation of dimensionless equilibrium constants or evaporation rates through
detailed balance.

While the value of the reference pressure is thus irrelevant and is cancelled out, for example, in the calculation of
evaporation rates, the actual concentrations of the molecular species participating in clustering processes are naturally
of importance for understanding the process. Using the binding free energy that we have introduced in Section 4.4,
calculated at the reference pressure pref, the equilibrium partial pressure for a multicomponent cluster with in molecules
of type n = 1, 2, ..., n, is:

pcluster
pref

=
(p1,1
pref

)i1 (p1,2
pref

)i2
...
(p1,n
pref

)in
... exp

(

−ΔGbind
RT

)

(38)

Here, the partial pressure of monomers of type n is given by p1,n (first subscript 1 refers to monomer). Here, the
reference pressure pref is related to the translational partition function (qtrans) and hence the system volume V via
equation (15). This relation can be converted to:

pcluster = pref exp

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

−
ΔGbind − RT

∑

n in ln
( p1,n
pref

)

RT

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

(39)

where the index n goes over all the types of molecules. Within the realm of the nucleation theory, the partial pressure
of a clusters in equilibrium vapour is written as (Courtney, 1961):

pcluster = pall clusters exp
(

−
ΔGform
RT

)

(40)

whereΔGform is the cluster formation free energy as defined in statistical physics-based nucleation theory, and pall clustersis strictly speaking the sum of partial pressures of monomers and all other clusters is the system. Often it is approxi-
mated to be equal to the partial pressure of monomers assuming that they dominate the size distribution, pall clusters ≈
∑

n p1,n, as already pointed out for cluster concentration in the context of equation (3). To directly compare equation
(39) with (40), we can rewrite (39) as the following:

pcluster = pall clusters exp

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

−
ΔGbind − RT

∑

n in ln
( p1,n
pref

)

+ RT ln
(

pall clusters
pref

)

RT

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

(41)

By comparing equation (39) with equation (41) we notice than the nucleation style formation free energy is related to
the binding free energy as:

ΔGform = ΔGbind − RT
∑

n
in ln

(p1,n
pref

)

+ RT ln
(

pall clusters
pref

)

(42)

In traditional nucleation studies, ΔGform curves as a function of the number of molecules i, or more generally surfaces
as a function of several in, are computed not only at equilibrium conditions but also in the supersaturated nucleating
vapour, as we have done in Figure 3. The critical cluster is identified as amaximum of such a one-component curve, or a
saddle point on a multicomponent surface, as mentioned after equation (3). The numerical values of theΔGform values
on these surfaces are typically much higher (less negative/more positive) than on the standard surface ΔGbind. The last
term RT ln

(

pall clusters
pref

)

in equation (42) is constant with respect to cluster size and composition. It only corresponds
to a shift in the entire free energy surface and leaves conclusions about barriers, valleys, saddle points etc intact and
this term is often neglected. Free energy surfaces plotted in this fashion are sometimes denoted “actual” free energy
surfaces as opposed to reference or standard free energy surfaces, where all partial pressures are set to 1 atm:

ΔGactual = ΔGbind − RT
∑

n
in ln

(p1,n
pref

)

(43)
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Equations (42) and (43) indicate that the monomer pressures are taking the role of the reference pressure when con-
verting from binding free energies to the nucleation style formation free energies. In a one-component case where
monomers are dominating the size distribution (i.e pall clusters ≈ p1), equation (42) simplifies to:

ΔGform = ΔGbind − RT (i − 1) ln
(

p1
pref

)

(44)

If monomers (of all types) dominate, the multicomponent formula in equation (42) can be written as:

ΔGform = ΔGbind − RT
∑

n≥1
in ln

(p1,n
pref

)

+ RT ln
(
∑

n p1,n
pref

)

(45)

This can be further approximated if only one type of monomer (for instance type 1) dominates even all the other
monomers and we get:

ΔGform = ΔGbind − RT (i1 − 1) ln
(p1,1
pref

)

− RT
∑

n≥2
in ln

(p1,n
pref

)

(46)

This is, for instance, the case with water vapour in the atmosphere. With or without the last term in equation (42), these
equations lead tomonomers having nonzeroΔGform which originate from the definition of (40) and is not an unphysical
effect as the exponent function calculated for a monomer should give the fraction of monomers from all clusters and not
unity (unless monomers of one type are practically 100% of the clusters). Alternatively, the self-consistent distribution
function byWilemski andWyslouzil (Wilemski andWyslouzil, 1995) can be used which intrinsically sets the monomer
free energies to zero.

A frequent misconception concerning the ΔGform surfaces is that the product pressure is neglected, as it is kept
at 1 atm. The explanation for this seeming discrepancy is that the formation free energy in nucleation theory is used
to solve for the product cluster (for example, in the case of CNT the critical cluster) concentration. This contrasts
with the typical calculations done in, for example, chemical thermodynamics, where both the reactant and the product
concentrations are used to deduce whether a reaction will proceed in the forward or reverse direction.

Another commonmisunderstanding is that the pressure dependence of quantum chemically computed free energies
implies that the effect of bath gas molecules (in practice e.g. N2) is taken into account in the calculations. This is incor-rect - modelling the effects of total pressure requires a separate set of simulations using RRKM theory (Marcus, 1952)
or molecular dynamics simulations. The cluster kinetics calculations described here implicitly assume all clusters to
be thermalised. In other words, for example evaporation and collision rates correspond to the high-pressure limits, and
effects of the pressure of the nature of the bath gas are typically neglected.

5. Commonly Applied Quantum Chemical Methods
We assume that the reader is familiar with basic quantum chemical methods and refer to the "Introduction to

Computational Chemistry" book by Frank Jensen (Jensen, 2006) if refreshing is needed. To calculate the cluster
Gibbs free energies the equilibrium geometries and vibrational frequencies are required. This require the calculation
of the gradient of the energy for obtaining stationary points, and the second derivative of the energy (the Hessian)
for obtaining the vibrational frequencies. These calculations are significantly more computationally demanding than
simple energy evaluation, which has limited the calculations of cluster geometries to density functional theory (DFT)
and in some cases MP2 (Kurtén et al., 2007a; Temelso et al., 2012a,b). Applying more accurate methods has been
limited to very small systems and are only used for benchmarking purposes. For instance, accurate CCSD(T)-F12/cc-
pVDZ-F12 optimizations have only been carried out for small (H2SO4)(H2O) and (H2SO4)(NH3) clusters (Long et al.,2016). Even applying conventionalMP2 is too computationally demanding for medium sized clusters. This leaves DFT
as the only possibility when modelling the structures of atmospheric clusters.

The binding free energy calculated from equation (33b) can be divided into a pure electronic contribution (ΔEbind)and a thermal contribution (ΔGbind, thermal) to the Gibbs free binding energy:
ΔGbind = ΔEbind + ΔGbind, thermal (47)

It should be mentioned that the sign of ΔEbind depends slightly on convention. We calculate ΔEbind analogously to
ΔGbind in (33b). Care should also be taken with whether or not the zero point energy (ZPE) contribution is included
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in the ΔEbind or as part of the thermochemistry calculation. Occasionally, the ΔEbind+ZPE is denoted the cluster
dissociation energy (D0) which might cause some confusion. Out of the two contributions in equation (47), it has
been shown that the DFT ΔEbind term is the largest source of errors in the Gibbs free energy calculations and that the
ΔGbind, thermal term is fairly similar when using different density functionals (Elm and Mikkelsen, 2014). A pragmatic
approach is to use a cheaper computational method such as DFT with a small basis set for obtaining the geometry and
vibrational frequencies, hence the ΔGbind, thermal contribution, and then use a higher level of theory such as coupled
cluster to obtain the ΔEbind-value, calculated on top of the DFT geometry. This is usually denoted using a double
slash (//) notation, where the method before the // denotes the quantum chemical method used to obtain the single
point energy of the molecule/cluster, and the method after the // is used to obtain the molecular equilibrium geometry
and vibrational frequencies. This allows for the calculation of an approximate high level (HL) binding Gibbs free
energies as follows:

ΔGHL, approx
bind = ΔEHL

bind + ΔG
DFT
bind, thermal (48)

Unfortunately, different research groups have their own favourite functional, basis set and higher level correction to
apply, which makes direct comparison between studies difficult. In the following we will briefly review the methods
that have been applied to obtain the cluster structures, vibrational frequencies and higher level corrections for the
binding energies.
5.1. Methodologies
5.1.1. B3LYP

Earliest studies applied the B3LYP functional to obtain the cluster binding free energies. This was based on com-
putational limitations at the time and the general popularity of the method. Primarily, the hydration of sulfuric acid
clusters have been studied in the early work of Bandy and Ianni (Bandy and Ianni, 1998; Ianni and Bandy, 2000) and
by Re et al. (Re et al., 1999) using the B3LYP functional. These studies mainly revolved around obtaining the cluster
structures and to resolve potential proton transfers in the clusters. A benchmark study by Kurtén et al. in 2006 showed
that applying B3LYP leads to too weakly bound clusters (Kurtén et al., 2006). This has been further corroborated
by several benchmark studies (Elm et al., 2013a; Leverentz et al., 2013) and the B3LYP functional is thus not rec-
ommended for cluster studies. However, the empirical dispersion corrected version B3LYP-D3 has shown promising
performance in comparison with higher level methods (Elm and Kristensen, 2017; Schmitz and Elm, 2020)
5.1.2. PW91

Based on comparison with experimental free energy data of the first two hydration reactions of sulfuric acid
(Nadykto and Yu, 2007), as well as vibrational spectra and structural parameters of the bisulfate ion, sulfuric acid and
the sulfuric acidmonohydrate (Nadykto et al., 2009), Nadykto and co-workers have applied the PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
level of theory. A benchmark study by Elm et al. corroborated that out of 22 tested functionals, PW91 was only sur-
passed by M06-2X in yielding reaction free energies in agreement with the experimental results (Elm et al., 2012).
However, the large 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set is commonly applied which will make it difficult to apply this method-
ology to very large clusters. Being a GGA, the PW91 density functional with a small basis set might be the only choice
for modelling extremely large systems such as clusters consisting of large organic compounds (Elm, 2019b). Depalma
et al. (DePalma et al., 2014) showed that the PW91/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory yielded slightly too negative forma-
tion free energies of (H2SO4)x(NH3)x clusters, with x= 2, 3 or 4 compared to PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd) calculations.
However, the difference between the PW91/6-31++G(d,p) and PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd) free energies were consis-
tent for the studied clusters and the trend in the Gibbs free energies were correctly described by the lower level of
theory.
5.1.3. B3RICC2

The RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7 level of theory (termed B3RICC2) has routinely been applied to
study atmospheric relevant cluster systems (Ortega et al., 2012; Paasonen et al., 2012; Kupiainen-Määttä et al., 2012;
Henschel et al., 2014, 2016; Ortega et al., 2016; Olenius et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020b; Lu et al., 2020). The choice
was based on that the B3LYP/CBSB7 level of theory is applied in the composite complete basis set method CBS-
QB3 (Montgomery, Jr.). The composite methods have been developed for accurate thermochemistry of molecules, but
are highly empirical and not necessarily accurate for atmospheric relevant cluster systems. The B3RICC2 level was
compared to measured cluster evaporation rates and found to perform well (Ortega et al., 2012). Large differences
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between the B3RICC2 and PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd) calculated thermochemistry have been pointed out (Nadykto
et al., 2014). However, this is solely based on the fact that there exists a difference between the numbers calculated by
the two methods and with no further comparison with higher level methods, it was difficult to assess which method is
actually at fault. The RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z single point energy correction was most likely chosen as it was the
highest level of theory applicable at the time. However, CC2 (Christiansen et al., 1995) has been developed primarily
for excited state properties, so there is little assurance that it should work well for ground state properties. Furthermore,
the leading terms in the CC2 equations are dominated byMP2 terms, and thus higher accuracy than regularMP2 cannot
be assumed. In fact, benchmark studies have shown that the RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z single point energies severely
over-predicts the stability of atmospheric molecular clusters (Schmitz and Elm, 2020). This will lead to B3RICC2
representing an upper bound of the simulated particle formation rates. Thus, in general, the RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z
single point energy correction cannot be recommended for studying atmospheric clusters.
5.1.4. M06-2X

Based on the benchmark study of Elm et al. (Elm et al., 2012), the M06-2X functional should perform more
reliably than other functionals for obtaining the structures and reaction Gibbs free energies for small clusters compared
to experimental methods. It should be mentioned that the PW6B95-D3 and !B97X-D functionals were not among the
functionals tested in the benchmark set. While it should perform well compared to experimental results, the M06-2X
has been found to severely over-predict the binding energy of clusters consisting of sulfuric acid and highly oxidized
organic molecules (HOMs) (Elm et al., 2015, 2016b) compared to Coupled Cluster methods. This shows that the M06-
2X functional is not well transferable to other cluster systems, which might originate from the fact that it is heavily
parameterized.
5.1.5. PW6B95-D3

Studying the (H2SO4)(NH(CH3)2) and (H2SO4)2(NH3) clusters, Leverentz et al. (Leverentz et al., 2013) found
that the binding energies calculated at the PW6B95-D3/MG3S level of theory agreed the best with a higher level
CCSD(T)-F12a/jun-cc-pV(T+d)Z reference. To the best of our knowledge the PW6B95-D3 functional has not been
applied to any cluster studies. However, it does perform decently in recent benchmark studies on the binding energies
with similar performance as M06-2X (Elm and Kristensen, 2017; Schmitz and Elm, 2020).
5.1.6. !B97X-D

With the general lack of available experimental data, the best cause of action is to compare the approximate DFT
methods with a higher level of theory. Using a test set of 107 atmospherically relevant clusters Elm et al. (Elm
et al., 2013a) studied the performance of the B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP, M06-2X, PW91, LC-PW91, PBE0 and !B97X-D
with a 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set in calculating the binding energies compared to a high level DF-LCCSD(T)-
F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 reference. Out of the tested functionals, the !B97X-D functional performed the best with a mean
absolute deviations of 2.12 kcal/mol. The PW91 andM06-2X functionals performed slightly worse with mean absolute
deviations of 3.28 and 3.46 kcal/mol, respectively. The superiority of the !B97X-D functional compared to other
density functionals have further been corroborated by comparison of the binding energies with CCSD(T) complete
basis set estimates for test sets up to 45 atmospheric relevant clusters (Elm and Kristensen, 2017; Schmitz and Elm,
2020). The fact that the !B97X-D functional performs the best compared CCSD(T)/CBS estimates should currently
make it the most reliable density functional to apply for studying atmospheric molecular clusters.
5.2. Higher Level Corrected Binding Energies

As mentioned in section 5, the DFT binding energies constitute the largest source of errors. A common approach
is to correct the electronic single point energy of the clusters with a more reliable method such as CCSD(T). It should
be noted that the DFT structures are not true minima on the higher level energy surface, though it is assumed that the
surfaces are to some extend parallel. Using different DFT functionals (PW91, M06-2X and !B97X-D) for geometry
optimizing the same cluster conformations and calculating the binding energies with LCCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12
on top of each, has shown that there is very little difference (mean absolute error (MAE) of 0.58 kcal/mol for !B97X-
D) in the calculated binding energies (Elm and Mikkelsen, 2014). In a similar manner, it was shown that there was
little difference (MAE of 0.40 kcal/mol for !B97X-D) in the binding energy when changing the basis set used to opti-
mize the DFT geometry from a large 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set to a small 6-31++G(d,p) basis set. This illustrates
that the DFT geometries are quite decent and that it is less important which of the PW91, M06-2X and !B97X-D
functionals was used for obtaining the geometry and whether the 6-311++G(3df,3pd) or 6-31++G(d,p) basis set was
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utilized, as long as a higher level correction is applied. Incidentally, this also implies that older studies that have been
performed only at the DFT level can easily improved upon by simply computing a higher level calculation on the
structure. Applying high level methods has several limitations:

1) The scaling of, for instance, CCSD(T) with respect to the system size is on the order ofN7.
2) The slow convergence of the correlation energy with respect to the basis set makes it difficult to obtain converged

energies.
The scaling with respect to system size can be solved by using localized orbitals. Recently, it was shown by Myllys et
al. (Myllys et al., 2016a) that Domain based Local Pair Natural Orbital Coupled Cluster methods (DLPNO-CCSD(T))
could be applied for studying clusters consisting of up to 10 molecules. This has been far beyond reach using con-
ventional CCSD(T) methods. The slow basis set convergence can be circumvented by applying explicitly correlated
(F12) wave functions. Recently, the explicitly correlated version of the DLPNO-CCSD(T) method has been devel-
oped. Schmitz et al. (Schmitz and Elm, 2020) studied the performance of these methods and found that the DLPNO-
CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12 level of theory with a TightPNO criterion could yield binding energies in good agreement
(MAE< 0.2 kcal/mol) with CCSD(T) complete basis set estimates. In general, care should be taken to use a sufficiently
tight PNO criterion. For very weakly bound systems a tighter PNO criterion is needed.
5.3. Basis set Convergence and Superposition Errors

When calculating binding energies, the emergence of basis set superposition errors (BSSE) might become a con-
cern. BSSE arise in the calculation of binding energies as the interacting monomers come into the vicinity of each
other. This leads to a lowering of the total electronic energy of the system as each fragment is stabilized by the over-
lapping basis function from another fragment. This leads to an over-prediction of the binding energy. As the clusters
of interest are usually quite large, it is more or less impossible to apply a large enough basis set to completely suppress
the BSSE. One approach to suppress BSSE is to apply the counterpoise (CP) correction (Boys and Bernardi, 1970),
but this is very time consuming and no guarantee to lead to more reliable results. It has been shown in several studies
(Elm et al., 2017a; Myllys et al., 2016b; Elm and Kristensen, 2017), that when limited to small/medium basis sets the
uncorrected calculations actually agree better with the complete basis set limit compared to the CP corrected values
(see Figure 9 for an illustration). This has been shown to be valid for both the DFT (Myllys et al., 2016b) and DLPNO
(Elm et al., 2017a) binding energies. There exist several cost efficient approaches to correct for BSSE. Galano and
Alvarez-Idaboy (Galano and Alvarez-Idaboy, 2006) developed an atom by atom approach denoted CPaa. Frank Jensen
further extended this approach into a generalized atomic counterpoise correction (ACP(n)) (Jensen, 2010), where n
denotes the number of bonds between atoms for defining the subspace of basis functions. In this framework the ACP(1)
method also included neighbouring atoms, making it identical to the CPaa method. Kruse and Grimme (Kruse and
Grimme, 2012) further developed this concept into a geometric counterpoise correction (gCP) that only depends on
the input geometry of the molecule/cluster. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of these approaches have
been tested on atmospheric molecular cluster systems.

Besides the potential BSSE, binding energy calculations might also suffer from basis set incompleteness errors
(BSIE). This is definitely an issue when calculating the binding energy of a cluster using a small basis set. Benchmark
calculations such as performed by Myllys et al. (Myllys et al., 2016b) are valuable in quantifying the potential errors
one make when applying a too small basis set for calculating the binding energies. At least triple zeta basis sets are
required for obtaining properly converged binding energies using DFT. It should be mentioned that geometries and
the thermal contribution to the free energy require a significantly smaller basis set than the binding energies and one
can get away with a double zeta basis set as long as the binding energy is corrected with a larger basis set. Explicitly
correlated (F12) methods highly suppress both the BSSE and BSIE, and results in a good agreement with the complete
basis set limit can be obtained even when using a cc-pVDZ-F12 basis set.
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Figure 9: Sketch of the convergence of the DLPNO-CCSD(T) or DFT electronic binding energies of atmospheric
molecular clusters.

5.4. Remaining issues
While there has been a clear advancement in the accuracy of the applied quantum chemical methods to atmospheric

clusters, there are some central issues that remain unsolved or are limited by current technology/development. For
instance, we are still limited to DFT with a relatively small basis set for obtaining the cluster structures and vibrational
frequencies. As experimental data on cluster geometries are extremely scarce, ideally the structures should be obtained
using more accurate methods. However, even MP2 has previously been limited to medium sized systems. Recently,
analytical gradients were implemented for DLPNO-MP2 enabling the geometry optimizations of larger clusters at the
MP2 level. However, to the best of our knowledge, the method has not yet been applied to any cluster studies yet.
Potential future development of gradients for the DLPNO-CCSD(T) methods would permit accurate computations of
the structures of relatively large clusters.

Current calculations of the cluster vibrational frequencies are usually based on the rigid-rotor harmonic approxi-
mations. Especially for weakly bound systems such as water clusters, vibrational anharmonicity might be important
(Temelso et al., 2011). However, this is very rarely considered as anharmonic vibrational frequency calculations are
extremely computationally expensive.

There also remain small contributions to the electronic energy calculations that might slightly influence the cluster
binding energies. These include correlation beyond the perturbative triple (T) correction, core correlation and rela-
tivistic effects. However, these effects are unlikely to be important compared to the errors in the thermal contribution
or basis set incompleteness/superposition errors.
5.5. Overall Recommendations

There has been a clear progression in the applied quantum chemical methods over the past decade. However, there
is still not a universally applied approach that all groups follow. Based on the literature and the arguments in the
previous sections, there is no doubt that the PW91, M06-2X and !B97X-D functionals exhibits the best performance
(compared to other density functionals) relative to higher level Coupled Cluster calculations.

As DFT remains the only choice for obtaining the cluster geometries, it is recommended that the PW91, M06-2X
and/or !B97X-D functionals are applied for calculating the structures and vibrational frequencies. Ideally, more than
one functional should be applied to alleviate and estimate the potential error inherent in each functional.

It is also recommended that the single point energy is corrected with a higher level method such as DLPNO-
CCSD(T). For instance, applying the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//!B97X-D/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory has
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been shown to be a good compromise between cost and efficiency and the methodology can consistently be applied to
relatively large systems. Performing DLPNO-CCSD(T) calculations also alleviates the difference between the func-
tionals used for the geometry optimization.
5.6. Typical Free Energy Values

The cluster formation process involves loss in the number of degrees of freedom as hydrogen bonds are formed.
This will inevitably lead to a negative entropy contribution and hence to a positive -TΔS-value. For atmospheric
relevant systems the ΔH-value will be negative and is associated with attractive intermolecular interactions such as
H-bonds. To illustrate typical ΔGadd-values for atmospheric relevant systems we look further into the following three
types of cluster formation reactions recently presented by Schmitz et al. (Schmitz and Elm, 2020):

acid + base ⇋ (acid)(base) (R1)
acid + acid ⇋ (acid)(acid) (R2)
acid + water ⇋ (acid)(water) (R3)

Here the acids are: formic-, acetic-, nitric-, sulfuric- and methanesulfonic acid and the bases are: ammonia, methyl-,
dimethyl-, trimethyl- and ethylenediamine. All the combinations or the acids and bases were included in the test set
leading to 45 addition reactions that illustrate some of the key interactions relevant for atmospheric molecular clusters.
These reactions correspond to the formation of cluster dimers only, and they are roughly representative for the ΔEadd,
ΔHadd, ΔSadd andΔGadd values that you get when adding a monomer to a larger cluster. Here these reaction are given
by equation (36):

ΔGadd = G[dimer] −
(

G[monomer,1] + G[monomer,2]
)

(49)
Other thermochemical functions, such as the enthalpy, entropy and their associated thermal contributions can calcu-
lated from, by simply exchanging G with either E, H , S, Gthermal or Hthermal. It should be mentioned here that the
thermal contributions also include the zero point vibrational energy.

All the structures were obtained at the!B97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory and the single point energy has been
calculated at the DLPNO-CCSD(T0)-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12 level of theory with a TightPNO criterion. All the data are
taken from the Schmitz et al. (Schmitz and Elm, 2020) paper. To decompose the influence of the different contribu-
tions to the free energy, Figure 10 shows box-and-whisker plots (minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile and
maximum) of the ΔEadd, ΔHadd and ΔGadd values calculated for the 45 cluster addition reactions.
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Figure 10: Distribution of the energetics for reactions R1-R3 for a test-set of 45 cluster addition reactions.

The ΔGadd-values span a large range from -12.5 kcal/mol (sulfuric acid - dimethylamine) to +1.6 kcal/mol (nitric
acid dimer). Naturally, this very large range originates from the fact that the interactions are specific to what molecules
actually interact. This large range emerges primarily from the pure electronic energy ΔEadd contribution, with only
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a minor contribution from the ΔHadd, thermal term, which lies in the range of +0.9 kcal/mol to +2.7 kcal/mol. The
thermal contribution to the free energy (ΔGadd, thermal) also vary very little between the different systems with a range
from +10.3 kcal/mol (nitric acid - water) to 14.1 kcal/mol (methanesulfunic acid - ethylenediamine). Again it should
be mentioned that the ΔGadd, thermal term as given by equation (47) includes both the entropy contribution and the
ΔHthermal contribution. The changes in theΔGadd, thermal contribution is primarily caused by the minor variation in the
entropy contribution from -29.3 cal/mol⋅K to -39.8 cal/mol⋅K. All these values are very sensitive to the applied level
of theory and can easily change by up to a few kcal/mol if a different method is used either for optimizing the cluster
structures or to calculate the binding energy. This further illustrates that obtaining accurate binding energies are likely
more important than the thermal contribution to the free energy, in the (quasi)harmonic oscillator framework. This
conclusion is valid under the assumption that the (quasi)harmonic approximations yield reasonable entropies. The fact
that different DFT methods tend to give similar entropies support this assumption. Furthermore, this clearly shows
that strong intermolecular interactions are most important for the cluster formation process as the entropy penalty is
within a similar range for most atmospheric relevant cluster addition reactions. However, it should be noted that for
large clusters the rigid rotor harmonic oscillator approximations used in this example will most likely lead to a larger
range in the ΔSadd-values, especially if the clusters are "fluffy".

6. Configurational Sampling
6.1. Potential/ Free Energy Surface Exploration

Previous sections discuss quantum chemistry calculations conducted on molecular atmospheric clusters. To com-
pute these, the computer must be given a concrete cluster structure (configuration = set of atom nuclei coordinates).
For a specific cluster consisting of a set of molecules, infinite configurations can be created by shifting some atoms, and
each configuration has an associated potential energy. The entirety of all possible configurations shapes the potential
energy surface on which a minima/configuration with lower (free) energy represents a more stable structure. The aim
of configurational sampling/exploration processes is to identify the most stable cluster structures (global minimum and
low-lying local minima). Local minimum can be found by minimization of the potential energy as a function of atomic
coordinates. Generally, it is straightforward to locate the most stable structures for simple molecules consisting of only
a few atoms. However, the potential energy functions for many-body systems, such as molecular clusters, become very
complicated as numerous possible energy minima appear. Figure 11 shows an example of the potential energy function
of configurational space known as the potential energy surface. To simplify, the configurational space represents all
possible nuclei positions, which correspond to a multi-dimensional space (overall 3N − 6 degrees of freedom, where
N is number of atoms).
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Figure 11: An illustrative potential energy surface of molecular clusters showing a disconnectivity tree and empha-
sizing some surface properties. (The Figure has been inspired by (Griffiths and Wales, 2019; Kubečka et al., 2019;
Plotkin and Onuchic, 2002; Bryngelson et al., 1994; Zhou et al., 2019)).

Figure 11 illustrates several local minimawhich are connected by a so-called disconnectivity tree (or graph). (Bryn-
gelson et al., 1994) The disconnectivity tree aids in guiding which minima structures are similar (e.g., two structures
which are part of the same tree branch or sub-branch) and which minima are very different, i.e., those what are "dis-
connected" by long distance on the configurational space. To move from a given starting configuration to a distant
minima on configurational space, you have to move the atoms significantly or completely reorganize the entire system
to reach it. Figure 11 displays diverse depth of energy minima, variously high energy barriers, and different topologies
and shapes of the potential energy surface (PES). Combined this complexity makes the configurational search for the
global (free) energy minimum of molecular clusters extremely challenging.

Many different approaches have been utilized to sample the configurational space of atomic clusters (Huang et al.,
2010; Wales and Doye, 1997; Zhang and Dolg, 2015) or exploring complicated PES in for instance protein folding
(Bryngelson et al., 1994; Smellie et al., 2003; Wales, 2018; Plotkin and Onuchic, 2002). Due to the computational cost
of quantum chemistry calculations, we recommend the "built-up" approach (Jensen, 2006). This implies that the PES
exploration is initially performed at a low level of theory such as molecular-mechanics or semi-empirical methods.
Subsequently, the selection of reliable configurations which represent energetically low-lying minima (tree leaves) are
re-optimized and characterized at a higher level of theory.

Configurational exploration of small molecular clusters can be performed by simple combinatorics or by forming
cluster guesses based on chemical intuition (Herb et al., 2011; Nadykto et al., 2011, 2014). In order to explore all
thermodynamically stable minima, several studies have utilized various thermodynamic simulations such as sampling
from molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations (Shields et al., 2010; Husar et al., 2012) and its variations such
as simulated annealing (Loukonen et al., 2010), umbrella sampling (Loukonen et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2019) and basin
hopping (Chen et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2015; Miao et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2014; Wales and Doye, 1997). However,
the disconnectivity tree grows exponentially with cluster size and for systems containing more than 3-4 molecules
thermodynamic simulations usually do not have enough time to explore all essential tree branches. Thus, some low-
lying minima will likely be overlooked. Moreover, these sampling methods can usually not offer a systematic approach
for configurational sampling of various molecular clusters.

Therefore, to maximize the number of initial guesses and cover positions far away from each other in the config-
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urational space, several random distribution sampling techniques have been utilized. Elm et al. (Elm et al., 2013b,c)
randomly place a new molecule around cluster minima of size N − 1 to obtain the cluster N . Another approach is
using a grid of points created around theN − 1 cluster. Using Fibonacci spheres (González, 2009) the grid points can
be evenly distributed around the cluster and a new molecule is placed and reoriented to form theN cluster (Kildgaard
et al., 2018a,b). For clusters containing molecules with several rotamers a systematic rotor approach coupled with
random sampling can be used for a more thorough exploration of the PES. Combining these two methods is particular
handy for molecular clusters containing organic molecules such as pinic acid (Elm et al., 2014). However, even these
systematic approaches do not effectively sample the tremendous number of molecular cluster configurations.

Recently, several genetic algorithm programs (OGOLEM (Dieterich and Hartke, 2010), ABCluster (Zhang and
Dolg, 2015, 2016) and CLUSTER (Kanters and Donald, 2014)) for configurational sampling of molecular clusters have
been introduced. Their primary focus is searching for a global minimum, but they also save all identified local minima
during the PES exploration. ABCluster, which uses the Artificial Bee Colony algorithm (Karaboga and Basturk, 2008),
has already been utilized in many configurational sampling procedures of atmospherically relevant molecular clusters
(Liu et al., 2018b; Hou et al., 2017; Malloum et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020c; Wang et al., 2019; Myllys et al., 2019a,c).
Temelso et al. (Temelso et al., 2018) applied a genetic algorithm to generate the initial configurations and narrow down
the configurations initially with a semi-empirical method and subsequently using density functional theory. Kubečka
et al. (Kubečka et al., 2019) have developed the Jammy Key for Configurational Sampling (JKCS) program, which
couples the ABCluster program with other 3rd-party quantum chemistry programs. Moreover, they have introduced an
approach of including various isomers/protonation states of cluster molecules in the initial guess, which consequently
overcome the problem of non-reactive potentials of force-field methods. Recently, Odbadrakh et al. (Odbadrakh et al.,
2020) proposed a similar protocol based on generating the initial configurations using the OGOLEM program. While
these genetic algorithms show promising applications in cluster formation studies involving acids and bases, they rely
on treating the molecules as rigid in the global optimization using a force field, which makes the methods difficult to
apply to systems containing organic molecules with many rotamers. Recently, Rasmussen et al. (Rasmussen et al.,
2020)coupled the approach outlined by Kubečka et al. (Kubečka et al., 2019) with the systematic hydrate sampling
approach by Kildgaard et al. (Kildgaard et al., 2018a,b) for studying the shallow potential free energy surface of
sulfuric acid - water clusters. This approach appears to be a viable approach to study multicomponent atmospheric
molecular clusters involving water.

Inspiration for proper configurational exploration could be obtained from various artificial neural networks or
other machine learning methods already applied in several protein folding studies. (Fleetwood et al., 2020; Chen and
Ferguson., 2018; Galvelis and Sugita, 2017) However, the main focus of configurational exploration is to provide
enough initial guesses that cover the entire PES. Therefore, utilizing computationally cheap molecular mechanics
methods in the initial step is assumed to be the most viable option. Subsequently, the molecules have to be optimized
at a higher level of theory. Furthermore, we usually search for thermodynamically stable structures, i.e., structure
minima not with respect to the lowest potential energy, but to the lowest Gibbs free energy. This implies that the
search for the lowest free energy minimum, will depend on the chosen temperature. The potential energy surface
depends on the computational method of choice. This implies that different methods might locate a different number
of stable structures in the sampling process. Generally, the main bottleneck in configurational sampling remains the
selection of important configurations for further calculations at a higher level of theory.
6.2. Uniqueness, Filtering, Selection and Descriptors

Configurational exploration can easily provide an in-comprehensive number of molecular structures. We have to
be able to handle, organize, and characterize thousands to millions of them. That is why we need descriptors that
express variables, functions or features which provide a way to construct a unique representation for each cluster struc-
ture. A good descriptor should fulfil certain requirements, e.g., invariance with respect to the rotation of the cluster
and permutation of atom indices. (Huo and Rupp, 2017; Himanen et al., 2020) The choice of descriptor should always
depend on the application at hand. First, we define three processes which can be applied to reduce the number of found
configurations:
Uniqueness: Two molecular clusters can be assumed to be the same (one of them is redundant) if a (set of) de-
scriptor(s) for them differ less than some predefined threshold. For example, when two configurations differ in energy
less than 0.001 Hartree and, at the same time, differ in dipole moment less than 0.1 Debye, then, they are very likely to
be identical and the difference is caused by numerical precision. Another option would be utilizing root mean square
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distances (RMSD) (Kildgaard et al., 2018a) of two clusters with ordering implemented according to Temelso et al.
(Temelso et al., 2017) The disadvantage here is that it is only a relative value between two structures and therefore
lacks interpretability. The RMSD has to be minimized in order to allow for a selection of configurations.
Filtering: Configurations could be removed if their descriptors lies out of some predefined range. For example,
all configurations which have (free) energy 20 kcal/mol or more higher than the configuration with the lowest energy.
Filtering cut-off depends on the step in the configurational sampling procedure. For instance, the cut-off in free energy
predicted by a semi-empirical method should be significantly higher than the cut-off in DFT free energy.
Selection: If the number of configurations remains too large after reduction by uniqueness and filtering, some sort
of selection procedure has to be applied. One option is to randomly select a subset of conformers, but more effective
is selection of a representative set based on various descriptors.
Above processes utilize molecular cluster descriptors, which represent each configuration. Inspired by polymer sci-
ence Kubečka et al. (Kubečka et al., 2019) used the collective variable radius of gyration (Kubečka et al., 2019) as
a descriptor for molecular clusters. The radius of gyration is a measure for cluster size. Moreover, they use dipole
moments and the electronic energy. The conformers are narrowed down at the semi-empirical level of theory, which
bring the difficulty that these can vary greatly depending on the choice of method and even implementations can differ
between programs. To use descriptors based just on Cartesian coordinates, Yao et al. (Yao et al., 2018) use in their
work neural networks.

The recent progressions in the field of Machine Learning have also accelerated the development of different de-
scriptors, which has resulted in a large and diverse selection. Some of them have been implemented as libraries in
Python such as Quantum Machine Learning (QML) (Christensen et al., 2017) and DScribe (Himanen et al., 2020).
The descriptors range from fingerprint-style (Cereto-Massagué et al., 2015) to those that represent the whole geometry
of the structure (Huo and Rupp, 2017), with the latter being the preference when modelling non-covalently bound clus-
ter PES. Geometry representing descriptors include Coulomb Matrix (Rupp et al., 2012; Montavon et al., 2015) , Bag
of Bonds (Hansen et al., 2015), Many-Body Tensor Representation (Huo and Rupp, 2017), Atom-Centered Symmetry
Functions (Behler, 2011), or Smooth Overlap of Atomic Positions (Bartók et al., 2013; Caro, 2019). Currently, we
have not found any reports on testing these descriptors on atmospheric clusters specifically, but they, among others, are
widely used in e.g. biomaterials research. Jäger et al. (Jäger et al., 2018) has applied Coulomb matrix, MBTR, ACSF,
and SOAP on hydrogen absorbed onto metallic nanoclusters. Stuke et al. (Stuke et al., 2019) used Coulomb matrix
and MBTR in the training of a kernel ridge regression model for predicting molecular orbital energies. It is likely that
some of these descriptors will be utilized for atmospheric molecular clusters in the future.

The purpose of well-chosen descriptors is to enable the use of algorithms that allow for a sophisticated selection
of molecular structures to calculate. In the past, this was commonly performed via a manual selection of certain
"best" energies. Kubečka et al. (Kubečka et al., 2019) used a density algorithm on energies, radius of gyration, and
dipole moments (Chaudhuri, 1994). In data science, this procedure is known as clustering. Clustering can be used to
address the aforementioned bottleneck in configurational sampling as a more sophisticated filtering method (removal
of redundant structures) and can be applied in different fields (Lo et al., 2018). K-means clustering is already used
in medical science/biochemistry for gene expression profiling (Shai et al., 2003), molecular dynamics data (Wolf and
Kirschner, 2013), or drug design (Lu et al., 2016). Hierarchical clustering has been been applied in studies protein
folding and design (Boczko and Brooks, 1995; Troyer and Cohen, 1995; Gorham et al., 2011).
6.3. The Effect of Conformers on the Free Energies

The occurrence of local free energy minima affects the calculation cluster free energies. A common, but erroneous
approach for accounting higher energy local minima when calculating free energies has been the application of Boltz-
mann averaging. This will lead to an increase in the cluster Gibbs free energy when accounting for multiple conformers
and implies that the cluster becomes less stable which corresponds to a lowering in the number of available microstates
in the system. The existence of multiple conformers should always lead to an increase in the number of available mi-
crostates and hence a lowering of the free energy. To correctly account for the effect that multiple conformers has on
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the free energy, the following relation should be used (Partanen et al., 2016b,a; Ho et al., 2016):

ΔGmulti-conf = −RT ln

[

∑

k
exp

(

−ΔGk
RT

)

]

(50)

This will correctly lead to a lowering of the free energy as more conformers k are taken into account. The effect of
including higher free energy conformers has been shown to be relatively small on the order of -1 kcal/mol or lower
for sulfuric acid - ammonia and sulfuric acid - pinic acid clusters (Partanen et al., 2016b), sulfuric acid - guanidine
clusters (Kubečka et al., 2019) and sulfuric acid - water clusters (Rasmussen et al., 2020). It has also been illustrated that
conformers 3 kcal/mol higher in energy compared to the lowest one will not contribute significantly to the free energy
and can safely be neglected (Partanen et al., 2016b). This implies that other sources of errors are more pronounced
and effort is better spend in improving other calculation parameters compared to performing an exhaustive search of
all available conformers. For instance, not finding the global minimum yields a significantly larger error than not
considering higher energy local minima. While the effect of including higher energy conformers is small, proper
sampling techniques as outlined in section 6.1 will automatically generate a large set of relevant conformers. Albeit
being a minor effect, it is worth considering as all the required data are available after sampling the relevant cluster
structures.

7. Cluster Systems
In this section we present some of the cluster systems that have been studied in the literature. The purpose is not

to comprehensively review all individual cluster formation studies in detail, but to outline the general picture of which
compounds that have been studied and might be important in the formation process. We have only included studies
that involve strong acids, such as sulfuric acid or methoanesulfonic acid. We have also excluded experimental work
that have simply used a few quantum chemical calculations to back up their results.
7.1. The Two Component Sulfuric Acid and Water System

From a historical point of view the two-component sulfuric acid (sa) - water (w) cluster system was the first to
be studied in detail. Many research groups have studied (sa)a(w)b clusters using quantum chemical methods. Table 1
outlines quantum chemical studies that have involved the formation of sulfuric acid - water clusters, as well as which
quantum chemical methods that have been applied.

Table 1: Cluster Formation Studies Involving the Two Component Sulfuric Acid - Water System
Cluster Reference Methods
(sa)1(w)1 (Kurdi and Kochanski, 1989) SCF-MO-LCGO approach
(sa)1(w)1−3 (Arstila et al., 1998) LDA, LDA with Becke correction and BLYP, plane wave basis
(sa)1(w)0−7 (Bandy and Ianni, 1998) B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p)
(sa)1(w)1−5 (Re et al., 1999) B3LYP/D95(d,p), B3LYP/D95++(d,p)
(sa)2(w)0−6 (Ianni and Bandy, 2000) B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p)
(sa)2(w)0−8 (Ding et al., 2003b) PW91/DNP
(sa)1(w)6−9 (Ding and Laasonen, 2004) BLYP/DNP, PW91/DNP, RI-MP2/aTZVP
(sa)1(w)1−3 (Natsheh et al., 2004) PW91/TZP
(sa)1(w)1−4 (Kurtén et al., 2007a) MP2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//MP2/aug-cc-pV(D+d)Z,

including MP4/aug-cc-pV(D+d)Z higher level correlation
(sa)1−2(w)0−5 (Loukonen et al., 2010) MP2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//BLYP/DNP
(sa)1(w)1−6 (Temelso et al., 2012a) MP2/CBS(4-5 inv)//RI-MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ
(sa)2(w)1−6 (Temelso et al., 2012b) MP2/CBS(4-5 inv)//MP2/6-31+G(d)
(sa)1−4(w)1−5 (Henschel et al., 2014) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7
(sa)1(w)1−15 (Kildgaard et al., 2018a) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//!B97X-D/6-31++G(d,p)(sa)2−4(w)1−5 (Rasmussen et al., 2020) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//!B97X-D/6-31++G(d,p)

Abbreviations: sulfuric acid (sa) and water (w)

The earliest studies (Kurdi and Kochanski, 1989; Arstila et al., 1998; Bandy and Ianni, 1998; Re et al., 1999; Natsheh
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et al., 2004) only considered a single sulfuric acid molecule clustered with few water molecules and simply focussed on
obtaining the cluster structures and binding energetics. Particular emphasis was shown on how many water molecules
are required for the first dissociation of sulfuric acid in the clusters. Ding and Laasonen (Ding and Laasonen, 2004)
extended the cluster data set up to (sa)1(w)6−9 clusters to investigate whether sulfuric acid could be fully dissociated
in the two component cluster system. They found that the fully dissociated clusters were close in energy to the par-
tially dissociated clusters, but in no cases was a fully dissociated cluster found as the global minimum. These findings
indicate that fully dissociated clusters could co-exist with their partial dissociated counterparts and as the produced
SO2−4 ion in the cluster will be encapsulated in water molecules, this suggested that sulfuric acid molecules at the
aerosol surfaces are unlikely to be fully deprotonated. These studies are extremely valuable as they showed the initial
proton transfer did not occur in the smallest clusters, indicating that the CNT approach of using the liquid drop model,
implicitly assuming that the clusters behave as a bulk solution, is highly inaccurate for the smallest clusters. Using
equilibrium distributions that obey the law of mass action Noppel et al. (Noppel et al., 2002) derived a scheme to
correct the CNT by treating the sulfuric acid molecule as in equilibrium with the surrounding water vapour. Water
can then be taken into account by the respective hydrate distribution. This approach has been used to estimate how
many water molecules that can be expected to bind to a given cluster (Loukonen et al., 2010; Temelso et al., 2012a,b;
Henschel et al., 2014; Rasmussen et al., 2020).

Despite its simplicity, and considerable effort that has been made in studying the sulfuric acid water system, to
date there still do not exist any studies that have reported sulfuric acid cluster formation explicitly from individual
molecules up to large measurable sizes (∼2 nm in diameter). As seen in Table 1 the largest number of sulfuric acid
molecules in the clusters remain four and more than five water molecules have not been considered.

Being the simplest system relevant for atmospheric particle formation the two component system serves as a good
benchmark for testing newly developed algorithms and for comparing theoretical approaches with experiments.
7.2. Three Component Systems

Based on both experimental and theoretical evidence it is the general consensus that some stabilizing species is
required for sulfuric acid particle formation to occur in the boundary layer. Very early it was established that ammonia,
being the most abundant base molecule in the atmosphere, had a significant enhancing effect on sulfuric acid cluster
formation. Table 2 summarizes quantum chemical cluster formation studies involving sulfuric acid, bases and water.

Table 2: Cluster Formation Studies Involving the Three Component Sulfuric Acid - Base - Water System
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Cluster Reference Methods
(sa)1(a)1(w)0−5 (Ianni and Bandy, 1999) B3LYP/ 6-311++G(2d,2p)
(sa)2(a)1(w)1 (Ianni and Bandy, 1999) B3LYP/ 6-311++G(2d,2p)
(sa)1(a)1(w)0−2 (Larson et al., 1999) B3LYP/6- 311++G(d,p), MP2/6- 311++G(d,p)
(sa)1−2(a)1(w)0−3 (Nadykto and Yu, 2007) PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa)1−2(a)1(w)0−7 (Kurtén et al., 2007b) PW91/DNP
(sa)1−3(a)1(w)0−1 (Torpo et al., 2007) RI-MP2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//MPW1B95/aug-cc-pV(D+d)Z
(sa)2(a)0−4 (Kurtén et al., 2007c) RI-MP2/CBS(D,T)//RI-MP2/aug-cc-pV(D+d)Z
(sa)1(Aminea)1 (Kurtén et al., 2008) RI-MP2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//MP2/aug-cc-pV(D+d)Z and

RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//MP2/aug-cc-pV(D+d)Z
(sa)1−2(a)(w)0−5 (Loukonen et al., 2010) RI-MP2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//BLYP/DNP
(sa)1−2(dma)(w)0−5 (Loukonen et al., 2010) RI-MP2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//BLYP/DNP
(sa)1−3(a)0−3(w)0−3 (Herb et al., 2011) PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa)1−3(ma/dma)0−2(w)0−2 (Nadykto et al., 2011) PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa)1−4(a/dma)1−4 (Ortega et al., 2012) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7
(sa)1−2(dma/tma)1−2 (Paasonen et al., 2012) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7
(sa)1−3(a/dma)2−3 (Kupiainen-Määttä et al., 2012) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7
(sa)1−4(a/dma)1−4 (Olenius et al., 2013) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7
(sa)1(ma)(w)0−6 (Bustos et al., 2014) MP2/CBS(4-5 inv)//RI-MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ
(sa)1−2(dma)1−2(w)0−5 (Nadykto et al., 2014) PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa)1−3(a/dma)1−2(w)0−5 (Henschel et al., 2014) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7
(sa)2−8(dma)2−8(w)0−10 (DePalma et al., 2014) PW91/6-31++G(d,p)
(sa)1−2(ma)1−2(w)0−4 (Nadykto et al., 2015) PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa)1−3(a/dma)1−3(w)0−4 (Henschel et al., 2016) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7
(sa)1−4(mono/diamines)1 (Elm et al., 2016a) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//DFTb/6-31++G(d,p)(sa)1−2(dma)1−2 (Ma et al., 2016) DF-LMP2-F12/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//PW91/6- 311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa)1−2(amines/hydrazine)1 (Li et al., 2016) B3LYP-D3/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z
(sa)1−4(mea)1−4 (Xie et al., 2017) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//!B97X-D/6-31++G(d,p)(sa)1−4(dma/putrescine)1−4 (Elm et al., 2017d) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//!B97X-D/6-31++G(d,p)(sa)1−4(a/ma)1−4 (Elm, 2017) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//!B97X-D/6-31++G(d,p)(sa)1−2(ma/tma)1−2(w)0−3 (Olenius et al., 2017) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7
(sa)1−3(ma/dma/tma)1−4 (Temelso et al., 2018) MP2-F12/VTZ-F12//MP2/aVDZ, DFTb/6-311++G(d,p)
(sa)1−4(guanidine)1−4 (Myllys et al., 2018) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//DFTb/6-31++G(d,p)(sa)1−3(ma)1(a)1(w)0−4 (Wang et al., 2018) PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa)1−4(piperazine)1−4 (Ma et al., 2019a) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//!B97X-D/6-31++G(d,p)(sa)1−4(dma)x=0−4(a)4−x (Myllys et al., 2019a) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//!B97X-D/6-31++G(d,p)(sa)1(mea/dma/tma)1(w)0−4 (Ge et al., 2020) M06-2X/6-311++G(3df, 3pd)
(sa)1−4(dma)x=0−4(a)4−x (Li et al., 2020b) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd)

a Amine = methyl-, ethyl-, dimethyl-, diethyl-, trimethyl-, triethyl- and ethylmethylamine.
b DFT = !B97X-D, PW91 and M06-2X.
Abbreviations: ammonia (a), methylamine (ma), dimethylamine (dma), trimethylamine (tma), monoethanolamine (mea), water (w)

Similar to the two component system, the early studies focussed on the cluster structures and energetics. Torpo et
al. (Torpo et al., 2007) investigated how ammonia stabilized the initial cluster formation by leading to a further en-
hancement in the attachment of additional sulfuric acid molecules to the cluster. This lead to the conclusion that
ammonia (being a base) could be a key species that enables small sulfuric acid-water clusters to grow into larger sizes.

However, at typic atmospheric conditions and concentrations of sulfuric acid (105-108molecules cm−3) and ammo-
nia (up to ppb level) the observed new particle formation rates in different regions worldwide cannot fully be explained
by a sulfuic acid - ammonia - water mechanism. The work by Kurtén et al. (Kurtén et al., 2008) showed that amines
might be an even more potent source to new particle formation compared to ammonia even when considering that
amine concentrations (1-10 ppt) most likely are orders magnitudes lower than ammonia. From a purely acid - base
chemistry point of view this makes sense as amines are stronger bases, and hence the interaction with sulfuric acid
will be stronger.

The main focus in three component cluster formation studies has been the combination of sulfuric acid, water and
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simple alkyl amines (methyl-, dimethyl- and trimethylamine) as these are usually present in the highest concentrations
in the atmosphere. More than 150 different amines and 30 amino acids have been identified in the atmosphere from
both anthropogenic and biogenic sources (Ge et al., 2011). Because of the complexity of quantum chemical calcula-
tions, most studies to date still only consider a single type of amine in the cluster. Essentially, the correct formation
mechanism might include the combination of many different amines. Recent studies have also established that there
exist a synergistic effect between different bases, which implies that not only the basicity of the base and their relative
abundance is important, but also the exact molecular structure in the form of the number of available hydrogen bond
donors/acceptors has a crucial influence on the ability to form particles. Including different types of bases in the clus-
ter very quickly leads to a large number of different combinations of cluster compositions and the amount of relevant
configurations rapidly gets out of hand.

While experimental and theoretical work shows that amines highly enhance sulfuric acid driven new particle for-
mation compared to ammonia, it is still relatively unknown how high amine concentrations actually are in different
environments. This is caused by the fact that atmospheric measurements of amine concentrations are extremely dif-
ficult to perform and requires very sensitive equipment. Amines might be emitted from very local sources and the
concentration in the gas phase is always found to be low. This can very well be linked to their high potential to "stick"
to sulfuric acid which might hinder their detection in the gas phase as they more or less instantly partition to the cluster
phase.

As demonstrated by Table 2 there exist very few studies that actually consider the synergistic effect of different
base molecules in the clusters (Kupiainen-Määttä et al., 2012; Temelso et al., 2018; Myllys et al., 2019a; Li et al.,
2020b). Similarly, studies investigating the effect of water on sulfuric acid - base clusters also remain scarce. To
obtain realistic datasets, synergistic effects should be further studied in the future, most likely combined with the effect
of also considering hydrated clusters. While it will be important to study new sulfuric acid - base systems, at present, it
is impossible to consider all possible combinations of relevant bases. This implies that some sort of structure-activity-
relation needs to be identified to potentially lump some of the amines together as a single species when considered in
cluster distribution models.
7.3. Organic Enhanced Cluster Formation

Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2004) inferred that organic acids greatly enhanced sulfuric acid particle formation.
This has immensely sprouted the interest in studying cluster formation involving sulfuric acid and organic compounds.
Unfortunately, this has to some extent also led to a pathological quest for finding the "missing" organic that promotes
new particle formation. As volatile organic compounds are photo-oxidized in the atmosphere there exist a plethora of
different species with varying amount of oxygen content. This implies that cluster formation studies involving organics
suffer from the same general issue as amines in the sense that many different combinations of cluster compositions
inevitably will exist. Table 3 outlines some of the quantum chemical studies that have involved the formation of sulfuric
acid - organic clusters. For simplicity we do not list the exact compositions of the clusters, only the organic compounds
and other precursor molecules which were studied.

Table 3: Cluster Formation Studies Involving Sulfuric Acid and Organics
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Cluster Reference Methods
(sa), formic-, acetic acid (Nadykto and Yu, 2007) PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), benzoic-, cis-pinoic acid, (w) (Zhao et al., 2009) B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p)
(sa), oxalic acid (Xu et al., 2010b) PW91/6-311+G(3df,3pd)
(sa), benzoic-, maleic-, malic-, pyruvic-, (Xu et al., 2010a) PW91/6-311+G(3df,3pd)
phenylacetic-, and tartaric acid, (a)
(sa), oxalic-, malonic acid-, maleic-, (Xu and Zhang, 2012) PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)//B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p)
phthalic- succinic acid, (a), (w)
(sa), succinic acid, (dma), (w) (Xu and Zhang, 2013) PW91/6-311++G(2d,2p)
(sa), glycine, (a), (w) (Elm et al., 2013c) M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), acetic acid, (w) (Zhu et al., 2014) PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), pinic acid (Elm et al., 2014) M06-2X/6-31+G(d)
(sa), C6H8O7 (Elm et al., 2015) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/def2-QZVPP//DFTa/6-311++G(3df,3pd)(sa), oxalic acid, (w) (Miao et al., 2015) DF-MP2-F12/cc.pVDZ-F12//PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa)4(a)4, monoterpene markers (DePalma et al., 2015) PW91/6-31++G(d,p)
(sa), monoterpene markers (Ortega et al., 2016) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7
(sa), C6H8O7, (a), (dma), (w) (Elm et al., 2016b) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/def2-QZVPP//DFTa/6-31++G(d,p)(sa), alanine, (w) (Wang et al., 2016) M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), glyoxylic-, oxalic-, pyruvic acid (Zhao et al., 2016) B3LYP-D3/aug-cc- pVTZ
(sa), tricarboxylic acid (MBTCA) (Elm et al., 2017c) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/Def2-QZVPP//DFTa/6-31++G(d,p)(sa), mono-, di-, peroxy acids, (Elm et al., 2017b) CCSD(T)-F12a/VTZ-F12//DFT/6-31++G(d,p)
(sa), monoterpene markers (Elm et al., 2017b) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//DFT/6-31++G(d,p)(sa), lactic acid, (dma), (w) (Li et al., 2017) M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), glycolic acid, (a) (Zhang et al., 2017) M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), glyoxylic acid, (a) (Liu et al., 2018a) M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), malonic acid, (a) (Zhang et al., 2018a) M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), serine, threonine, (w) (Ge et al., 2018) M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), formic acid, (dma), (w) (Zhang et al., 2018b) PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), aldehydes (Shi et al., 2018) M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), amides (Ma et al., 2019b) M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), succinic acid, (dma), (a), (w) (Lin et al., 2019) PW91/6-311++G(2d,2p)
(sa), cis-pinonic acid (+hydroxylate) (Shi et al., 2019) M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), aromatic acids, (a), (w) (Wang et al., 2019) PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), tricarboxylic acid (MBTCA) (Elm, 2019b) PW91/6-31++G(d,p)
(sa), glycine, (a) (Li et al., 2020a) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//M06-2X/6-31++G(d,p)
(sa), trifluoroacetic acid, (dma) (Lu et al., 2020) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa), (COAs), (a/ma/dma) (Li et al., 2020c) PW91/M06-2X with 6-311++G(3df,3pd), G3MP2

a DFT = !B97X-D, PW91 and M06-2X.
MBTCA = 3-methyl-1,2,3-butanetricarboxylic
COA = formic, acetic, oxalic, malonic, succinic, glutaric acid, adipic, benzoic, phenylacetic, pyruvic, maleic acid, malic, tartaric
and pinonic acids

Despite having received significant attention, it remains debatable whether or not organic compounds actually par-
ticipate in the initial steps in new particle formation. This is caused by the observation that organics, such as highly
oxygenated autoxidation products, generally bind too weakly to sulfuric acid and do not enhance the attachment of
additional sulfuric acid molecules (Elm et al., 2015). This implies that the addition of organics to a cluster consisting
of sulfuric acid and bases is not able to compete with the corresponding uptake of another sulfuric acid molecule,
even at a high loading of organic compounds (Elm et al., 2016b). The most likely organics to be involved in cluster
formation are multicarboxylic acids. Elm et al. (Elm et al., 2017b) showed that the direct interaction between sulfuric
acid and various carboxylic acids (i.e forming two sets of hydrogen bonds) were more or less independent of the carbon
backbone of the carboxylic acid with a ΔG-value close to -6 kcal/mol for all acids. Stronger binding was only possible
if additional hydrogen bonds were possible between the sulfuric acid and organic acid. A recent study by Li et al. (Li
et al., 2020a) leads to the same conclusion with a similar value of binding free energy between 14 studied organic acids
and sulfuric acid.
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A few studies exist that have applied cluster distribution dynamics simulations to study the influence of organics.
For instance, it has been indicated that small chained organic acids (lactic-, glycolic-, glyoxylic- and malonic acid) (Li
et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018a; Zhang et al., 2018a) can enhance sulfuric acid - base new particle
formation rates. However, to archive a significant enhancing effect the temperature must be very low (∼ 220 K). Such
low temperatures are only attainable at higher altitudes, which would inevitably lead to lower concentrations of precur-
sor compounds compared to the ground level. Again, it should be noted that given high enough concentration and low
enough temperature anything will nucleate, but this gives no information about the processes in the atmosphere. We
thus recommend cautious consideration to the simulation conditions when studying the enhancing effect of organics.
On the other hand, studies on very large clusters consisting of up to six sulfuric acid molecules and four tricarboxylic
acids (MBTCA) molecules (Elm et al., 2017c; Elm, 2019b) have indicated that the organics form particles by them-
selves instead of interacting with sulfuric acid. However, this might very well be a unique feature of the MBTCA
molecule and does not necessarily transfer to other multicarboxylic acids. Experimental evidence suggests that ions
are crucial to induce cluster formation involving only organic compounds (Kirkby et al., 2016). However, without
complete data sets that include all relevant components (sulfuric acid - bases - organics - water and ions) it remains
speculative whether organics actually stabilize the initial cluster formation, or are only involved in the growth of the
clusters.

A key reason for the unknown role of organic compounds participating in new particle formation is related to the
limited structural information about the relevant compounds. A common approach has been to study compounds of
anthropogenic (aromatic acids) and biogenic (isoprene, monoterpene derived acids) origin which are identified in high
concentrations either in the gas-phase or particle phase. While to some extend very logical, this approach is flawed in
the sense that it remains unknown at what stage a given compound enters the particle. Presently, all known organics,
containing only C-, H- and O-atoms, simply bind too weakly to sulfuric acid and do not appreciably enhance the
sticking of further sulfuric acid molecules to the cluster in the manner that bases do. So at any realistic concentration
and temperature their effect just appears to be too small. At atmospheric relevant conditions it might very well only
be a few elusive exotic organic oxidation products that can act as the initial stabilizer of the sulfuric acid clusters.

The potential of a given organic compound to form new particles is assumed to be linked to its saturation vapour
pressure. This has sprouted the interest in atmospheric covalently bound dimers as these should have low vapour
pressures given their sheer size. For instance, monoterpene (C10H16) derived dimers can consist 19-20 carbon atoms
and 11-14 oxygen atoms per dimer molecule (Ehn et al., 2014). Such large molecules have many rotational degrees
of freedom, which makes quantum chemical studies of particle formation involving covalently bound organic dimers
very challenging. The oxygen-to-carbon (O:C) ratio has also widely been used as a metric for the vapour pressure
of organic compounds and inferred the plausibility that a given compound could be involved in particle formation.
However, it has been explicitly shown that high O:C ratios cannot directly be linked to low saturation vapour pressures
(Kurtén et al., 2016), the exact molecular structure i.e. available strong binding groups is more important (Elm et al.,
2017b).

Despite the considerable attention that organics have received, not a single compound has been identified that is
capable of promoting the binding of additional sulfuric acid molecules to the clusters, which is required to enable
the growth and to have a substantial effect on new particle formation. The high molecular weight and numerous
available rotamers of relevant organic compounds makes it impossible to address the problem head on using a brute
force approach. Thus, studies that focus on specific combinations of binding patterns of organic compounds to other
cluster precursors might become a more valuable approach in the future. The most likely approach to successfully
identify organic compounds that might be involved in particle formation will be a combination of identifying exotic
oxidation products from gas-phase kinetic studies that bind strongly to other organics or sulfuric acid.
7.4. Cluster Formation in the Marine Environment

While sulfuric acid is believed to be important for new particle formation in many inland environments, methane-
sulfonic acid (msa) is believed to play a role over the oceans and in coastal regions. It has been hypothesized that
with forthcoming stricter regulation on SO2 emissions, the relative concentration of methane sulfonic acid compared
to sulfuric acid will increase (Perraud et al., 2015). Typical concentrations of methanesulfonic acid is of the same
order as, or slightly lower than, that of sulfuric acid (Eisele and Tanner, 1993; Mauldin et al., 1999, 2003; Berresheim
et al., 2002; Bardouki et al., 2003; Yokelson et al., 2009). At seashores iodine emissions have also been linked to new
particle formation (O’Dowd et al., 2002), with iodic acid being believed to be the main contributor (Sipilä et al., 2016).
Table 4 presents some of the literature studies that are relevant to the marine environment.
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Table 4: Cluster Formation Studies Involving Methanesulfonic Acid And Iodic Acid
Cluster Reference Methods
(msa)1(w)1−5 (Wang, 2007) B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,p), G3XMP2
(msa)1(a)1(w)1−5 (Li et al., 2007) B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p), MP2/6-311++G(d,p)
(msa)1(dma/tma)1(w)1−2 (Dawson et al., 2012) RI-MP2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP-D/6–31++G(d,p)
(msa)x(sa)y(dma)1−2, x + y ≤ 3 (Bork et al., 2014) M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(msa)2(ma/dma/tma)1−2 (Chen et al., 2016) B3LYP-D3/6-31++G(d,p) and MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ
(msa), organics a (Zhao et al., 2017) B3LYP-D3/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z
(msa), oxalic acid, (ma), (w) (Xu et al., 2017) B3LYP-D3/aug-cc-pVDZ
(msa)4(ma)4(w)1−12 (Xu et al., 2018) BLYP-D/6-31+G(d)
(msa)1−3(sa)1−3(w)1−3 (Wen et al., 2019) DF-LMP2-F12/PVTZ//PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(msa)1−4(mea)1−4 and (Shen et al., 2019) DLPNO-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//!B97X-D/6-31++G(d,p)
(msa)1−2(mea)1−2(w)1−3(msa)1−4(a)1−4 (Chen et al., 2020a) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//M06-2X/6-31++G(d,p)
(msa)1−4(ma)1−4 and (Chen et al., 2020b) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//M06-2X/6-31++G(d,p)
(msa)1−2(ma)1−2(w)1−4(msa)1−3(diethylamine)1−3 (Xu et al., 2020) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//M06-2X/6-31++G(d,p)
(msa)1(a/ma/dma,)1−2 (Chen et al., 2020d) B3LYP-D3, M06-2X, PW91, !B97X-D with aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z
(ia)1−6(a)0−1, (sa)1−2(ia)1−4 (Rong et al., 2020) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ//!B97X-D/6-311++G(3df,3pd),

aug-cc-pVDZ-PP with ECP28MDF for iodine
(msa)n(a/ma/tma)n(w)n (n = 1, 2) (Perraud et al., 2020) B3LYP-D3/aug-cc-pVDZ

Abbreviations: sulfuric acid (sa), methanesulfonic acid (msa), iodic acid (ia) and water (w).
a organics = methanol, formic acid, acetone, dimethylether, formaldehyde and methyl formate.

It is clear that the studies involving methane sulfonic acid is clearly lacking behind compared to sulfuric acid. Only in
the recent few years have cluster distribution dynamics simulations involving methane sulfonic acid been reported. In
general, most studies indicate that methane sulfonic acid is a significantly worse clustering agent compared to sulfuric
acid. Interestingly, the selectivity towards different bases follow a different pattern compared to sulfuric acid. For
methane sulfonic acid the stabilizing effect of bases followMA > TMA ≈DMA >NH3 (Chen et al., 2016) as opposedto sulfuric acid that follow a DMA ≈ TMA >MA > NH3 pattern (Jen et al., 2014; Glasoe et al., 2015).

Most studies have investigated exclusively either methane sulfonic acid or sulfuric acid, but it has been indicated
that considering clusters consisting of both molecules lead to a synergetic effect (Bork et al., 2014). Thus more studies
with both components and with different bases are required to fully understand the synergistic effects of msa and sa
together with various bases. To the best of our knowledge there is only a single study that has looked into the potential
of particle formation caused by iodic acid (ia) (Rong et al., 2020). As iodic acid might be important for new particle
formation at coastal regions further studies are definitely required.
7.5. Ion Induced Cluster Formation

As demonstrated in the previous sections there exist an abundance of cluster formation studies involving sulfu-
ric/methanesulfonic acid, bases, organics and water. However, the effect of ions has been somewhat less studied and
has been a subject of much debate. Studies have indicated that there is a direct link between cloud cover and cosmic
rays, implying that ionic pathways might contribute to particle formation and growth processes (Svensmark and Fri-
isChristensen, 1997; Marsh and Svensmark, 2000; Svensmark et al., 2007; Enghoff and Svensmark, 2008; Svensmark
et al., 2009). A recent study showed that condensation of ions could contribute several percent to the growth of par-
ticles (Svensmark et al., 2017). Field measurements in the remote boreal forest have indicated that neutral pathways
dominate the particle formation mechanism with ions only playing a minor role (Kulmala et al., 2007)]. There is no
doubt that when the clusters are otherwise weakly bound and the concentration of precursor species is low, ions will
have a large effect on the total particle formation rate (Olenius et al., 2013). Table 5 presents some of the studies that
have involved ionic clusters. It should be mentioned that some of the studies listed in Tables 1-4 also address the role
of ions and the Table below primarily presents the studies where ions are in focus.

Table 5: Cluster Formation Studies Focussing on Ionic Systems
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Cluster Reference Methods
(sa)1−4(a)−0−1 (Ortega et al., 2008) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//BLYP/DZP
(sa)(a)(w)−0−5 (Nadykto et al., 2008) PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa)(w)−1−5 and (sa)1(w)+1−6 (Nadykto et al., 2009) PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa)0−2(a/dma)+1−4 (Kupiainen-Määttä et al., 2012) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7
(sa)1−4(a)0−1(w)−0−3 (Herb et al., 2013) PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd)
(sa)1−4(a/dma)+∕−1−4 (Olenius et al., 2013) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7
(sa)1−5(a)−0−4 and (sa)1−4(dma)−1−4 (Ortega et al., 2014) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7
(sa)1−4(a/dma)0−2(w)−0−5 (Tsona et al., 2015) RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z//B3LYP/CBSB7
(sa)1−3(MBTCA)1−3(X)+∕− and (Myllys et al., 2017) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/def2-QZVPP//DFTa/6-31++G(d,p)(sa)1−2(pinic)1−2(X)+∕−
(sa)1−4(a/dma/guanidine)+∕−1−4 (Myllys et al., 2019b) DLPNO-CCSD(T0)/aug-cc-pVTZ//!B97X-D/6-31++G(d,p)

Abbreviations: sulfuric acid (sa) and water (w)
a DFT = !B97X-D, PW91 and M06-2X.
MBTCA = 3-methyl-1,2,3-butanetricarboxylic
X = ammonia, ammonium or bisulfate

As seen from Table 5, there exist very few complete datasets that include both positive and negative ions (Olenius
et al., 2013; Myllys et al., 2019b). For weakly bound systems, such as sulfuric acid - ammonia clusters and clusters
consisting purely organics, ions are potentially very important for the overall formation rate. This also implies that in
the pursuit of a cleaner atmosphere, with reduced emission of anthropogenic SO2, the relative contribution from ionic
pathways might become more important in the future.

8. Outlook
It is clear from the previous sections there already exists a plethora of different cluster studies, and hence there is an

emerging need for unified databases for storing thermochemical data to ensure easy public availability (Elm, 2019a).
It is also evident that solving all possible combinations of relevant acid - base cluster systems up to 4×4 or larger grid
sizes and including the effect of hydration is a formidable task and most likely not a viable option. To progress the
field forward we need to be clever about which systems that are relevant to study and improve the applied algorithms
used narrow down the massive number of cluster configurations. The application of machine learning techniques
appears to be a natural step in the process of screening relevant cluster configurations. There is also both a need for
studying cluster systems involving new compounds and at the same time expanding to larger clusters. Screening of
small relevant atmospheric systems consisting of combinations of inorganic acids, polyfunctional organic acids, bases,
ions and water might be a valid approach towards identifying which systems are capable of binding strong enough to
be able to grow to larger sizes. Once again, we stress that for a system to be relevant for new particle formation it not
only has to be "stable" with respect to evaporation, but also has to enable the further growth into larger sizes. Such
screening procedures would allow for the potential to lump several different chemical species with similar properties
as a single entity in cluster distribution dynamics models.

In general, we anticipate that both the quantity and quality of input thermochemistry based on quantum chemical
data will improve. This includes both the calculated free energies, and to extension the evaporation rates, but also other
input parameters such as the collision rates. For modelling realistic atmospheric conditions there is a need for further
quantifying the magnitude of sinks/losses, as shown in Figure 6 the effect of losses can easily be similar to that of the
uncertainties in the calculated ΔG-values for low vapour concentrations.

Establishing knowledge of which cluster systems that can be regarded as stable and grow, will make it possible to
study reactive uptake of volatile organic species on small clusters/particles. This will allow the possibility to study the
early growth behaviour where explicit knowledge is severely lacking. In this regard multi-scale modelling will most
likely be useful, where the important part (or "active site") of the large cluster/particle is described with QM methods,
while the environment is described at a simpler level of theory.

Obtaining the free energy profile of cluster growth from single molecules to small clusters to ∼2 nm particles will
allow the identification of the transition from the cluster regime (discrete QM thermodynamics) to the bulk particle
regime (continuum thermodynamics). Promising work in this aspect is underway, for example by connecting sectional
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models to cluster distribution dynamics which allows not only for the formation rates to be simulated, but also the
full size distribution and growth rate (Kürten et al., 2018; Kürten, 2019; Carlsson et al., 2020). However, it remains
difficult to obtain highly accurate thermochemistry from quantum chemical calculations when studying clusters larger
than 10 molecules. Thus, new approaches or development of cost-efficient methodologies are required to effectively
bridge the gap between discrete and continuum thermodynamics.

Without the accessibility of accurate methods for modelling of large liquid particles COnductor-like Screening
MOdels (COSMOtℎerm (COSMO)) appears to be a possible intermediate step to obtain bulk thermochemical proper-
ties using quantum chemical methods for complex mixtures of compounds where experimental data is lacking (Wang
et al., 2015). While restricted to bulk thermodynamics, COSMO-type calculations can predict many bulk proper-
ties of complex molecules in multicomponent mixtures. This implies that not only pure compound saturation vapour
pressures (psat) can be calculated, but also Setschenow constants, solubilities and activity coefficients in any solvent en-
vironment, including both water and water-insoluble organic matter (Toivola et al., 2017; Kurtén et al., 2018; Hyttinen
et al., 2020). However, presently the error margins appears to be quite large.

When studying larger clusters the assumption that the structures remain crystal-like might not be valid anymore.
To address this issue would require sophisticated ab initio molecular dynamics simulations to adequately describe
the cluster, but current methods are too computationally expensive to allow the long simulation time it would take
to equilibrate a large cluster. Potentially, molecular dynamics simulations using semi-empirical quantum chemical
methods might be a valid option for studying relatively large systems, while maintaining an adequate accuracy.

Recently, Roldin et al. (Roldin et al., 2019) coupled a cluster distribution dynamics model with chemical transport
model to study the boreal forest aerosol-cloud-climate system. This allowed, for the first time, the explicit inclusion
of particle formation based on quantum chemical data in the model instead of simple paramerizations. Hence, there is
a general need for more accurate and complete thermochemical dataset based quantum chemistry to further improve
the description of particle formation in chemical transport models in various regions.

About this Review
The article is an editor-invited review article. Editor-Invited review articles began in 2020 to commemorate the

50th anniversary of the Journal of Aerosol Science.
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